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ABSTRACT

With a total area of over 10,000 square kilometers, the SlUldarbans constitute the
World's largest contiguous mangrove ecosystem, The floristic composition of the
Sundarbans is rich compared to many other mangroves orihe world. In recognition of
this richness in biodiversity, both Indian and the Bangladesh Sundarbans were
declared world heritage sites by UNESCO. Mangrove offers both tangible and
intangible benefits to the people. It plays an important role in the national economy of
Bangladesh.

Since the viability of the Sundarbans rests on the hydrology of the Ganges and its
tributaries, climate change is expected to have significant impact on the SWldarbans.
A rise in sea level would occur under climate change which would cause increased
back"aler effect in the major distributaries of the Ganges and tend to push the saline
front further inland. The backwater effect would also reduce the discharge of
freshwater flow from the northern reaches of the tributaries of the Ganges resulting in
a relatively prolonged inundation of the forest land. The effects of climate change on
the Sundarbans would be considerably more critical during the dry season. Climate
models predict a decrcase in precipitation during this period which might further
reduce freshwater flows. This reduction in freshwater Inflows Into the Sundarbans
could be exacerbated by increaSed evapo-transpiration losses and water use on
account of rising winter temperatures. Reduced freshwater flows coupled with sea-
level rise would consequently further enhance the dry season salinity levels in the
Sundarbans. Northward penetration of the salinity front would rcsult in salinity
induced succession problems in the Sundarbans and as a result, the symbiotic process
in the entire ecosystem would change completely. Majority of the mesohaline areas
v.ri1lbe transformed into polyhaline areas, while oligohaline areas would be reduced to
mesohaline areas.

This study has been conducted to assess the ecological risk of sea level rise to three
ecological entities like ecological zone, ecological health in ternls of productivity and
regeneration in the Sundarbans ecosystem. Ecological risk has been calculated as a
function of probability of sea level rise and vulnerability of ecological entity.

In this study, the Sundarbans has been divided into three ecological zones depending
on salinity. The prepared maps of spatial distribution of salinity at base condition and
88cm sea level rise clearly indicate transformation of ecological zones. The
probability of 88cm sea level rise has been calculated to be 20 percent. Due to 88cm
sea levcl rise about 9 percent area of less saline water zone will be transferred to
moderate saline water zone while about 3 percent area of modcrate saline water zone
will be transferred to strong salinc water zone. The vulnerability to ecological zones
transformation is 0.13 where the risk to zone transformation is 3 percent.
Vulnerability of 88cm sea level rise to the ecological health of the Sundarbans has
bccn calculated considering the compartments to be affected and it Is 0.07 and so the
risk to ecological health is 1.45 percent. In the similar way, the vulnerability to
regeneration has becn calculated and it will be 0.15 due the 88cm sea level rise and
the risk to regeneration is 3 percent. Vulnerability to regeneration of Sundry
(Heritiera fomes), most valuable trees in the Sundarbans, is 0.4 and thus the risk to
regeneration of Heririerafomes is 8 percent.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

-
1.1 Background

The Sundarbans is the largest contiguous mangrove ecosyslem in the world, with a

total area of approximately I million hectares of which 62 percent fall within the

territory of Bangladesh while the remaining area belongs to India. An estimated 4,143

sqkm of the Sundarhans Reserve Forest (SRF) consists of land and 1,874 sqkm rivers,

creeks and canals. The SRF comprises 51 percent of the reserved forest estate of

Bangladesh. As the largest remaining larest area in the country, and with its extensive

aquatic and marine components, the SRF ["Presents a significant storehouse of

biodiversity. The Sundarhans is one of the richest natural gene pools for fauna and

flora m the world. The flora contains at least 69 species, with the Sundari (/-/criliera

Fames), which givcs the forest its name and the Gewa (EXCOC("(lrm Af:0llocha) heing

the dommant species that provide Umber [or paper and wood prodlictS. Forest

inventory mdieates that there arc 315 species of birds, 120 species of commercially

important fish, 42 species of mammals, 35 species of reptlles and 8 species of

amphibians, including a number of threatened or cndangered.

Bangladesh is already pcrspinng with different lype, of natural disasters, In the

foreseeable future, tbe country IS likely to be affected by long lasting and global !,calc

llllman-indueed disaster-the ehmatc change and sea level me (CCSLR)_ Bangladesh

is thought to be one of the most vulncrable countries of the world to CCSLR (Ali,

1999), A rise in s~a level would cause increased backwater effect in the major

distnbutaries of the Ganges and tend to push the saline front further inland. The final

location of the saline front during the monsoon will therefore be the result of two

opposite effects: enhanced freshwater flow~ and enhanced backwater ,,[fcct, and IS

hard to predict precisely. The backwater effect wo~ld also reduce the dischargc of

freshwater flow from the northem reaches of the tributaries of the Ganges resulting in

relatlvc1y prolollg~d inundation of the forest land (OEeD, 2003). Such a change

WQuld be relatively more pronollneed in the Bangladesh Side of thc forest and may

slightly offset pennanenl inundation or the forest floor due to continued increase ill

sea level rise. The Bangladesh country study (BCAS and DOE, undated) put thc range

of sea level rise at 30-] 00 cm by 2]00, whIle the ]ntcrgovemmcntal Panel on Chmate
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Change (lpeC) Third Assessment (lpeC, 2001) gives a global average range with

slightly lower values of 9 (0 88 em. A 45 om sea level rise would inundate 75% of the

SUlldarbans, and a 67 em sea level me could inundate all of the system (Agrawala el

al., 1999). Extrapolating from this infomla(ion, Smith ot al. (1998) calculated that a

25 em sea level me would result in 40% mangrove loss. The rise in sea level and

aV31labihty of less fresh waler particularly during winter when rainfall ",111 be less

WIll cause inland intrusIOn of saline water. Northward penetration of salinity front

would [esnlt in salinity induced succession problems in Sundarbans (World Bank,

2000). AI; a conseqllcncc of salinity penetration in the Sundarbans, majority of the

mcsohaline (water salinity = 5 to 18 ppt) arcas will be lransformcd into polyhaline

(water salinity = 18 to 30 ppt) areas, while oligoha1inc (water salinity = 0.5 to 5 ppt)

areas would be reduced to only a small pocket along the lower-Baleshwar rivcr in the

castern part of the forest (DECO, 2003), As a result, many mangrovc specIes,

intolerant of increased salinity, may be threatened. Increased tempenl!llre and sea

level rise will seriollsly affect tile Sundarbans ecosystem and bio-diversity (All,

1999).

Tbe study will assess ecological risk of sca level nse to thc Sundarbans mangrovc

forest. Risk is oftcn defined as thc prodnct of the probability of a hazard and the

conseqncnces if that h;uard occurs. Risks are characterized ill terms of probability,

consequence and the scnsitivlty to management interventions. More speclfically,

ecologIcal risk asscssment (ERA) is a relatively new techniquc that is now availablc

for assessing the level of risk to thc ccosystem posed by strcssors.

1.2 Objeetives of tile study

Specific objectives of (he study are as follow~:

a. To deteml;ne the probability of sea level rise at different height.

b. To relate sa1inily intrusion and sea level rise.

c. To assess the ecologIcal effect on mangroves at different salinity level and

d. To make an assessment ofthc risk to the SUlldarhans mangrove forest.

1.3 Possible Outcome

The ultimate result of thIS study will be a measure of risk that the Sundarbans

ecosystem will face in future, 11will help decision makers to manage SlLndarbans

Mangrove Forest accordingly.
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1.4 Scope ofthe Study

Risk is defined as [tmetion of probabilily of occurrence of hazard and its

consequences. Since the Sundarbans ha.,> both numerous floral and faunal

composition, all of them will be affected due to sea level rise. Slit in this study, only

following items have been considered to assess the risk of 88cm sea level me on [he

Sundarbans.

• Though both floral and faunal species will be affccted by 88cm sea

level rise, only floral species that is mangroves has been considered for

ecological risk assessment.

• Sea level may rise at different heights. Though maps of salinity

intrusion under 32 em and 88 em of sea level rise arc available only 88

em ~ea Ic,-cl rise was conSldered in this study because the ecological

effect is remarkable at 88 em sea level rise whereas at 32 em, the

vulnerabihty to !he ecological entitles is not recognizable.

• Risk due to only salinity ingress has been considered.

• Only Bangladesh part of the Sundarbans was considered in this study.

• Although fourtl]' assessment of !pee has becn published, the third

assessment ha5 been considered in thIS study. According to the fourth

a5sessment the rise of sea level will be lower than that has been

rep0l1ed in the third a5sessmenL

1.5 Limitations of the study

Assessment of ecological risk is vcry difficult task. The limitations ofthi" study arc as

follows:

• No probability of saline water intrusion was calculated or determined.

The probability of 88em sea level rise was considered as the

probability of saline water intrusion under this scenario.

• The data on saline sensitivity of mangrove are not available. The

relationship between mangrove's characteristics e.g. height, diameter,

canopy closure etc. and salinity have not yet bccn developed.
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• Resiliency of mangrove specIes was not considered. Every species has

some capacity to recover from any disturbance. Aficr 88cm sea level

rise, some mangrove species in the Sundarbans will lose their usual

characteristics but after a period of tIme they may gain their original or

chaTaderistics. That was not considered in this study.

• Though saline level m all three saline zones wJiI be changed,

ecological impact of only low and moderate saline water zones was

considered in this study. Because the changes in ecological entities m

high saline zone can not be determined due to lack ofiDfonnation.

• Saline intrusion model does not consIder tidal harmonics.
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CHAPTER-TWO

THE SUNDARBANS ECOLOGY AND ECOSYSTEM

2.1 Introduction

The Sundarbans, the largest continuous mangrove forest m the world (Challdhuri and

Naithani, 1985), IS located at the southern extremity of the Ganges river delta i,e., the

plain bordering the northern margin of the Bay of BengaL The forest covers an area of

about 10,000 sq,km of which 62 % fall within the territory of Bangladesh while the

remaining area belongs to india.

The Bangladesh Sundarbans lies between the latitudes 210 31' and 220 30' Nand

between the longitude 89° and 90° E. It is a reserved forest and has been divided into

four administrative ranges with 55 compartments. During the British period, i.e.,

before 1947, the entire Sundarbans was administered as a single forest management

divisIOn.

The Sundarbans is a deltaic swamp fonned by the tnmsportation of millions of cum of

silt by the river system. ConsequenUy, the land surface is flat and the elevation is at

present hardly 3 meters above mean sea 1cvel. A complex nei\\lork of slreams and

rivers varying consIderably in WIdth and depth inlerseet the entire area (Chaudhuri,

1968). Thenelwork of total tidal waterways is about 1700 sq. kIn in area. The width

of the waterways varies from a few meters to as much as 10km. The rivers inside the

Sundarbans are more stable than the main streams of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra

further east.

A number of geomorphological and resCl1tanthydrological changes have contributed

to the present localion and cond,tiol1 of the Sundarbans. This alteration in the course

of the main river inl1ucnced the reduction of fresh water flo",ing in the western part of

the delta. This resll1tcd in the accretion at the river moulh and increase in salinity

water mtmding in the western part of the delta (Morgan and Mclntire 1959,

Chaudhuri and Choudhut)', 1994).
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2.2 Structure of Sundarban~ Ecos~'stcm

The structure oflhe manj,'Tovc ecosystem can be diviced into two components. Figure

2.1 identifies these component>. and their sub-components and their relationship with

each other.

Abiotic component
- Nutrients
- Minerals
_Wakr
- Salinity
_Organic m<llerials like dead
plants and animals decomposed
by microorganisms
- Climatic factors

Producer organisms:
these are organisms that
usc solar energy and
inorganic suh~!anccs to
produce organic
substances through
photosynthesis,
Mangrove plants, algae
and phytoplankton,
rcpre8cnt them.

Biotic Components

Consumer organisms: they
arc dependent upon
pn)duccrs for food, U\>

they can not produce their
own,

Decomposer organisms:
these break down and
decompose complex organic
ClImpounds in dead planls
and animub into nutrients.
Whieh can be used by
producers again. Mangrove
litter is rapidly broken down
by crabs and amphipods and
then decomposed by
bacteria and fungi.

I
Primary
consillners/H orb ivo re:
zooplankton, crabs,
sea-worms and certam
species of fish and
birds.

I
Secondary
conwmers/Car
nivores:
shrimps, fish,
reptiles, birds
and mammals.

I
Omniv()res:
human beings
and <;orne
species of fish.

I
Detritus !Ceders: mICro
benthic fauna such as
polychactes, nematodes,
gastropods and bivalves.

Figure 2.1: Components and sub-components of Sundarbans Mangroves

Source: Sherina, 1999
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2.2.1 Abi()lic Component

2.2.1.1 Minerals and Nutrienls

The mangrove sods are usually alluvial. It has been reported that the quality of

mangrove soil, largely depends on the source of origin. The shell bearing sediments

of sea, mOre further form crystals of calcium carbonate and enhance alkahnity of such

soil. Under anaerohlc conditions, sulphates from the sea arc usually reduced to Iron

sulphate. Natura! or artificial drainage and aeration of these pyrite sediments lead to

[heir oxidation and to formalion of sulfuric acid which is released in the absence of

calcium carbonate, By oxidation process of the cyanophyceae flora, inorganic

phosphate as well as mmnorncal radicle is relea5ed. These ammonicai radicles

afterwards are converted to nitrate molecules. The excreta aIld exuviae of the

mangrove biota enri~h silty day soil5 of the upper layer with the depO~1110nof

inorganic nitrate, phosphate and other subs lances (Rahman, 1995). SodIum and

calcium contents of,he soil vary from 5.7 lo 29.8 mcq! 100g in oven dry soil and arc

generally low in the eastem region and higher towards the west. The available

potassium content of the soil is low in comparison with sodium and calcium.

Potassium concentration m wcstcrn part is higher than in the cast. The presence of

higher concentrations ofNa and Mg in the soil hampers plant growth. Distnbutiol1 of

available calcium in the Sundarbans soil is not umform.

2.2.1.2 OrJ:anieMaterials

Nomlally, alluvial silty clay soil of the estuarine mangrove area is not much

productIve until or unless these sediments receive and deposit humus mailer or

exuvial of organisms and molluscan or crustacean shells. In thc Sundarbans mangrove

delta, silty clay soils arc normally very fertile due to abundant humus deposition as

welt as for the long wide spread rivcr;<,of the Ganges- Brahmaputra system. The

Sundarbans soil i, comparallvcly recent in origin and is well stored with organic

delntus before its deposition. The top soil layer is much sticky mud and contains

decayed plants and animal detritus (Rahman, J 995).

2.2.1.3 Hydrology

The Sundarbans hydrology l~ related to high seasonal ralllfall, as well as the deptb and

duration of tidal inundation (Hassan el aI., 1990). Productivity and survival of
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mangrove communities IS directly dependent on fresh water inflow and micw-

(opographic changes due to deposit of sooimcnts carried by river on tidal currents and

in turn influences the condition of vegetation succession (Rahman, 1995).

The Sundarbans receives large volumes of fresh waler fTOm inland rivers flowing

[rom the north aml "f saline water from the tidal incursions from the sea The fresh

water is charged w1th alluvium containing plant nutrients. This together with the

salinity of the tidal water i~the major factor detennining the productivity of the forest

ecosystem (Siddiqi, 2001).

At a comparatively recent period, all the rivers were connected with the Ganges. Now

only the Baleswar has dire:;t cOllnection and is responsible for fresh waler supply to

the eastern part of the Sundarbans. A number of rivers namely, thc Passur, the Sibsa,

the Arpangasia, the Malancha and to a slight extent the Jamuna and the Raimangal

have indirect cOimections and tecclve the overflow of the Ganges during the rainy

season. They also receive a considcrable amount of local drainagc throughout their

long and meandering courses dunng the monsoon (Siddiqi, 2001).

2.2.1.4 Climatic Condition

The climatc of the SWldarbans is humid. Temperature is fairly equable dlle to the

proximity of !he sea. Highest temperatures occur in April and May and lowest in

December and Janllary. Mean annnal maximum and minimnm temperaturc~ vary

between 300 and 21" C. Mean annual relative humidity varies from 70% to 80%.

Humidity is highe;t in June-October and lowes! m thc month of February. Annual

rainfall in the Sundarb3ns is in the range of 1640-2000 mm 3Sapparent from the da!3

recorded in the four stations adj3eent to the forests. Jnly, August 3nd September are

the wettest months and December, January and February the driest. On average, 80%

of the total annual rain is receIved from June to September. Following !he monsoon,

from November to Fehruary, the cool season sets in. From February or March,

temperatures begin to rise and in April and May there are usually violent storms.

Further storms may also occur in the monsoon and tidal waves can result in

widespread inundation. Damage !o vegcmtion and animal life of the forest; is no!

uncommon due !u cyclones and tidal surges (Siddiqi, 2001). As stated in different

newspapers damage due to cyclone 'Sidr' was extensive.
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2.2.1.5 Salinity

In the mangrove ecology, salinity is the dominant ecological factor conlrolhng species

distribution and associatlOn pallern. Sahnity is also a constituent of growth Of the rate

of grov.rth. Salinity of water is a source "f salts (either as nutrients or toxicants) for

physiological activity of plants. The survival ntle of the mangrove seeds, which arc

dIspersed through the flyers, is also critically governed by salinity of water. A high

concentration of sail in the root affects plant growth and maturity in (wo ways. High

levels of salinity can either limit the availability of water by affecting the a,malic

gradient or it Can Increase ionic accumulation within plant tissues al toxic

concentration. This can lead to reduction in fores! productivity as indicated by

following table 2.1.

Table 2.1; Forest productivity and salinity

Blocks Total ~e;~han,~~\ble S~nity River s~~nity
wood m3/ha m), 59.5 46 3A

I 53 7.1 3.4
5B 36.6 8 19
2 '.9 6.1 13.4

3 23.6 93 12.5

7 21.6 13.2 21
8 19,5 12 23
OA 18 I' 19
6 17 10 21

Source: Chaffey el aI., 1985

So there is an optimal salinity range for maximum growth of mangrove species. The

optimum salinity tolerance varies from species to species. At salinities higher than the

optimum, respiration increases and there is decreased net growth, At lower Ihan the

optimnm salinity, eompelllor species beller adapted 10 the conditions gam th~ upper

hand (Snedaker, 1976), At extreme levels mangrove species suffer damage and even

mortality. Three e<:ologieal L:ones have been recognized within the Sundarbans area

based upon salinity amI species composition. T11CSC arc low, moderate amI high "aline

water <:on"". Different mangrove species have prcr~rence for Jifferent levels of

salinity for snrvival and optimal growth Sundar; is Ihe characteristic species of the
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low saline water zone, Gewa of the moderate saline water zone and Gorm is typical

of the high saline water zone of the Bangladesh Sllndarbans (Siddiqi, 200]). Table 2.2

shows variation in vegetation density vanes III the different zones. The characteristics

of these three saline zones are discussed below:

2.2.1.5.1 Low saline wafer zone

Low saline water zone is localed in the eastern and northeastern part of the forests.

The area receives fresh water supply [rom the Ganges. The forest floor is

comparatively high so the tidal water docs not frequently inundate the area. This zone

supports the best stands growing up to a helghl of 15m. In the northeast, the trees are

tall and vigorous_ Slmdan forms pure stands or stands in association with Gewa. In

addition 10 Sundari and Gewa, Passur, Kankra and Baen are also present. Golpata is

plentiful and grows most luxuriantly on the bank of rivers and canals. Keora is also

found in good proportion. It is a pioneer species and short-lived (Siddiqi, 2001).

Following table was prepared from table given in siddiqi, 2001.

Table 2.2: Vegetation density in (hfferent salinc zones

Speeies* Less Saline Moderatelv Saline Strongly Saline
(%J (0/0; (0/01

Sundan 52.6 42.9 4.5
Gewa 31.32 31.18 37.5
Keora 22.22 55.56 22.22
Others 47.43 24.36 28.20

* Species with stems dbh 10 em and above per hectare
Others mcludes Passm, Dhundul, Kankra and Baen

Source: Extracted from Siddiqi, 2001

2,1.1.5.2 ilfoderate saline waler ZOIIe

This occupies the middle portion of the forest. Gewa is the dominant crop. A mixture

of Gewa Sundan with varying proportion of Gonm and other species are the

characteristic of this zone. Sundari decreases towards the west and sonth. Canopy

height is U5ually about 10m. However, Sundarl, Passur, Baen and Dhundul may attain

a greater height (Siddiqi, 2001).

1.2.1.5.3 High saline water l;one

This occupies the somh and western part of the forests and covers a sizeable portIOn

of forest lands. Salinity is higher in the dry season and water salinity is almost that of

normal seawater salinity. Soil is hard due to lack of silt deposition. The foresl is
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typically closed under story of Goral] having a height of about 4m with the isolated

recurrence ofkcora, Baen, Kankra, Pa~sur, Dhundul and garjan (Siddiqi, 2001).

2.2.2 Biotic Component

2.2.).1 Producer

These are organJ811l~ that usc solar energy and inorganic substances 10 produce

organic substances through photosynthesis. Mangrove, algae and phytoplankton are

the producers of the Sundarb3ns.

2.2.2.1.1 Mangrove Pial/is

The floristic CompOSItion of the Sundarbans IS rich compared to many other

mangroves of the world. Prain (l903a reported in sl<ldiqui, 2001) recorded 334

species of plants belonging 10 245 genera and 75 families for the Sundarbans and

adjoining areas. Hcining (1892 reported in siddlqul, 2001) reported 70 species from

34 families for the enlire Sundarbans (In<.lJaand Bangladesh). Chaffey and Sandom

(1985) presented a list of 66 species in the Bangladesh Sundarbans from 37 families.

Heritierafomes and Exocoecarw agalloclia are the principal species. Hentierafomes,

Heriliera fomes- Excoeearia agallocha, Exeoer:aria agailoch,,- Heriliera fomes amd

Ceriops decandra- Exeoecarw ag"f1ocha forest type cover 21%, 29.7%,14.8% and

14.46% of the area respectively. Important plants in the Sundarbans are given in table

2.3.
Table 2.3: Important plants in the Su.ndarhans and their type

Vernacular Name
B.~
Kmlia.
Gocm
Shin a
Gewa
Sundari
Kri a
Gol ata
Bantal
Kcora
Dhundul
Passur
Am"
Bhola
G. an

Scientific Name
AVIcenni" 0 ,cill(1li"
Bru iera ,<exan ula
Ceriop,. decalldra
Cpwmetra rami ora
Excoecaria (1 allocha
Heriliera omes
!.umllilzera racell10sa
N "rulleans
PllOenlx (1{udosa
SOllneraria apalala
Xylocar uS ranarum
X {oear us mekon ensis
Amoora cucullata
Hibiscus nliaceo,,",'
Rhiz" hora mueronala

T eofPlant
Tree
Tree
Shrub or small tree
Shrub or small tree
Tree
Tree
small tree
Recumbent aIm
Thorny aIm
Tree
Tree
Tree
Small tree
Shrub
Tree with stilt roots

Source: Siddiqi, 2001
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The ecological condition orthe Indian Sundarbans is to some extent different from the

Bangladesh Sundarbans particularly with regard to level of salinity and degree oflicial

inundation. This might mfluence the species difference and abundance (Siddiqi 2001).

Some species growing m the Sundarbans are highly useful and of great commercial

value. In general, the forest is more closed in the east than in the wes!. The canopy

closure in the east is usually more than 70%, in the middle part is between 30 and

more than 70% and ill the westem part from 30 to less than 70%. There is a decrease

ill canopy closure ill recent years, The vegetation is differentiated into three height

classes i.e., 1 (height>15m), 2 (>IOm but < 15m), and 3 (>5m but < 10m). The height

of the forest IS greater in the east. The height decreases as one proceeds towards the

west (Siddiqi 2001).

2.2.2.1.2Algae

Blue green algae, green algac and diatoms act as nitrogen fixing and sulphur rcducing

agents in alluvial tidal soils. These nitrogen and sulphur rich soils may be utl1i~ed by

higher groups of plants. Several or thcse algae normally grow on ill consolidated

saline humus soils, whIch arc hydrophilic and biologically very active. Thcsc algal

floras which decompose to well consolidated SOli, furthermore accelerates the growth

of eWorophyceae group ofalgac.

2.2.2.2 Consumers

These are the organisms which arc dependant upon producers for food, as they can

nol produce their own. The COllsumers of the SLlndarbans can be divided into four

groups. These are primary conSLlmers, secondary consumers, omnivores and detritus

feeders. The fauna in the Sundarbans is rich and varied. However, in recent decades

several important animals have disappeared from the area for good. Many more are

endangered or in a vulnerable conditioll. The fauna of the Sundarbans is summari",cd

below.

2.2.2.2.1 Mammals

Abol.lt 50 species of mammals are reported from the Sundarbam. Some important

animals are Tiger (Pauthera tigris), Spotted Deer (Axis axis), wild Boar (Sus serofa),

Rhesus Macaque (Maeaca mulaUa) and otter (Lutra perspicillata). The Sundarbans is

Olleoflhe bIggest reo;erves oIme Royal Bengal Tiger.
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2.2.2.2.2 JJird,\"

A totai of about 300 species of bIrth arc reported from the Sundarbans. Nine species

of kingfishers arc availahle in the lorcst. Herons, egrets, storks, sandpipers, curlew

and numerous other waders are seen along the muddy banks, which become exposed

during the dry scason, Apart from those speCles particularly associated with the sea

and wetland, there is also a considerable variety of forcst bIrds such as woodpeckers,

barbels, shrikes, drongos, mynas, minivc!s, babblers and many others (Blower, 1985).

2.2.2.2.3 Reptiles

As many 3S 50 species of reptiles ha~e been reported. The largest reptile of the

Sundarbans is the Estuarine Crocodile (Crocodylusprosus). Its population has

drastically declined. A Good number of snakes occur ill tbe Sundarbans,

2.2.2.2.4 Amphibians

Eight species of amphibians have been recorded from the Sundlll"bans. These include

tree frog, bullfrog, green frog, common toad and others (Rashid et aI., 1994),

2,2.2.2.5 Fishes, Cru~.tueealls and Molluscs

The fishery resources consist offish, mollusc~ and crustaeealls. The Sundarbans water

supports 53 species of pelagic fish belongmg to 27 families, 124 species of demersal

fish belonging to 49 families, Besides, 24 species of shrimps belonging to 5 families,

7 species of crabs belonging to 3 families, 2 species of ga~lropods, 6 species of

pelecypods, 8 species of loellst lobster and 3 speeies of turtles are reported from the

Sundarbans (Archarya and Kamal, 1994). In the eastern part of the Sundarbans the

salinity level is low, Some species that arc only found in this low salinity zone are the

fishes PungaslUs pUilugasiu"., iii/sa disha. Lates calcarzger and MacrobrachiulJI

rosentbergii. The Sundarbans 1, the nursery ground for mallY important species like

Penaeus mOilodon ami MelapCllueus mOllocepros which feed in the brackish water

mangrove forest until they are adult, at which time they leave for the open area,

2.3 Functions of Suudarbllus Ecosystem

The two main functions of a mangrove ecosystem are the nutrient cycle or the

exchange of food from one trophic level to the next and energy now within the
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variuus trophic level~. The two major food eh,nn' in terms of nutrient recycling in a

mangrove are the phytoplankton food chain (moves from green plant>; to other

organisms at variou~ trophic levels moving from lower to higher levels) and the

detritus food chain (starts from detritus und moves on to other organisms at the higher

level).

The energy flow i~,,[so linked 10 the food chain but differs from it in that it is

unidirectional faciliWting transfer of energy from producers to consumers (Figure

2.2). As energy !lows from producer to herbivore to carnivore, the organisms at the

highest level of food chain receive only 5-30% of the original input. The remaming

80-95% is utilized for respiration and lost as heat at various intermediated levels.

Nutrients and
Minerals

Detritus
con~umers

Producer

Mangrove debris and
detritu,

Primary
consumers

Secondary
consumers

Figure 2.2: Pathway of the principal flow of energy

Source: Sherin"" J 999

2.4 PJant eeolog)' oCthe Sundarbans

With the exception of S",ndari, Keorn and Baen, the natural mangrove~ of the

StmdarbaJ1~ arc halophytic t\vo stoned groves rarely outstripping a height of 10

meten.. At the community level, salinity. soil structure, water toleranc~ and specific

chemical and climatic thresholds influence the composition and apportioning of

species. At individual levds, these fadors also inf1l1cnce species affiliJtion and

organization, ecologkal fragmentation, densities, life sequence and groVvth_A saline

environment is required for stable mangrove ecosystem as many species are le~s

competitive tmder non-saline cundition (Lugo AE, 1980). However, hyper salinity can

adversely affect mangroves in a given site_
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The most remarkable feature of mangrove plants is the difierent types of above

ground root systems which serve the mechanical purpose of anchoring the trees in the

solt and mobile substratum and function as ,esp,ratory tracts lor the plants, Some of

Ihe more common ones found in the SRF are aerial roots proper, buttre~s roots,

plleumatophores and knee roots.

A spongy tissue called aerenchyma usually coats these rools to facilitate gaseous

interchange between the outer layers and [he inner tissues. Lentice1s on the tree bark

are also designed for admitting air. Many plants are viviparous in the sense that seeds

gemunatcd growing some embryonic roots while still attached to the mother plant,

taking root immediately after they are dropped. This is to ensure regeneration and

reduce seed death by contact with excessively salty water and oxygen depleted soiL In

order to regulate salinity internally, some species have salt secreting glands which

leave a powdery salt residue on the L1ndersurface of leaves, while other species havc

salt excluding tiSSliCSat the root level. The different specIes also have to adapt to

other difficult situations such as frequently low pH and anoxic condilions of the

coastal soil sedimenls.

Ecologically speaking, majority of the mangrove plant species arc salinity tolerant if

not exclnslvely halophytes_ Different morphological and physiological features and

mechanisms determine salinity tolerance among variou~ species (Sherina, 1999).

These can be broadly grouped mto three mam categories:

• Obstruction of sodium chloride and other salts infi\(ration at rool

level

• Secretion of exceSS salts by special salt glands at the leaf level

• AccumL1lation and immobilization of salts at different tissue levels

2.5 Succession in the Sundarbans

SliGeession refer~ to orderly change in the communities of species. As mangrove

ecosystem is hIghly dynamic, changes in vegetatlOll are remarkable. However, plant

succession is gradual, where others replace on community till a c1imox slagc is

attained. A number of factors are fe"ponsible for the ecological sliecession in the

Sundarbans. These inclL1de (a) Geomorphologic change (b) Level of salinity in
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water/soil (c) Degree of tidal inundation (d) Intensity of sunlight or shade (e)

Silvicultural characteristics of species (f) lmpacl of animals etc (Siddiqi, 2001).

Geomorphologic changes ill the mangrove envIronment are rapid. Surfacing of new

lands, erosion and compensatory accrellOn along the rivers and canal banks are

regular phenomena. There is loss of established stands of valuable tree crop and llon-

timber forest produc~ through eroslOn, Side by side, with the surfacing of new lands,

the process of plant succession is initiated. Grasses and sedges become cstabhshed

first. They are subsequently replaced by various species of shrubs and trees, The

pioneer tree species e.g" SOllneralia apet,,!a or Avicennm ojJicillalis, prefer soft soil

and new lands for colonization. Growth rate of the species is quite fast. Within only

two years profuse growth of aerial roots is noticed. 11may be noted that longer time is

required for the development of aerial roots for the species that appear at later stage.

Changes in the vegetation comnlUnity continue to occur till the final or climax stage is

attained. Both H. .fames and E. agalloclw, the dominant species of the Sundarbans

grow on apparently stable lands. The mangroves being a highly dynamic ecosystem,

replacement of one eommllnity by another over time is remarkable and

W1derstandable by visual observations (Siddiqi, 2001).

The Sundarbans suppotts a diversified flora. Different species have different

requirements for survival, establishment and optimal growth. Depth, duration and

frequency of tidal immdation are important factors for the occupation of a site by a

particular species, SOflfleraria apetala, bemg a pioneer species, thrives under higher

levels and duration of lllundation, Herr/;era .fames grows well in Jess inundated areas.

In fact, best stands of Bfomes are found where the forest floor remains dry for at least

2 to 3 months. There is gradual rise of forest floor, in other words lowering of

inundation over time following ,teady deposition of silt in different places of the

forests, This innlleneeS the succession. Under the S. ape/ala stand, regeneration of

tillS species does not occur. Naturally the area is replaced by another specIes.

Generally species that exist at later stage reqUIre lower inundation in the Sundarbans

ecosystem. Regular tidal inundation is not a pre-requisite for all the mangroves

(Siddiqi,2001),
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Different species have diffefCnt levels of light requirement for optImal growth. The

pioneer species e.g_, S. ape/ala and A. officinahs ;Ire strong light demanding. So, they

need open lands for colonization. There are also non-productive areas either m the

form of raised lands or depressions. In the depressions, mangl"O'/e regeneration cmliot

survIve due to water logging. Contrary to this, some areaS in the nOltheastern part

have become so raised due to sil! deposition that mangrove regeneration is not found

in those areas for future stocking (Siddiqi, 2001).

With regard to salinity, it is believed (hat the salinity of water and groundwater has

increased in the lower levels following diversion of the Ganges water flow upstream

at Farakka. Salinity plays an impOlianl role in the dislribCltion and productivity or

speCIes. Under optnnal rangc of salinity, a spccies shows best performance other

factors remaining favorable. In fact, species zonation in the Sundarbans is

considerably dependent on the levels of sod salinity. Animals also play an important

role in the sClcccssion of species (Siddiqi, 200 I).

Therc is no umfonn pattcrn in the succession for the entire Sundarbans ecosystem. It

proceeds di frcrcntly in various parts of the forests. Succession is the outcome of the

interaction of a number of factors. Sufficient observations in this direction have not

been made. Levels of salinity and elevation of the forest floor appear to be the

determining faclors driving the succession processes and pattern (Siddiqi, 2001).

2.6 Regeneration in the Sundarbans

The Sundarbans is absolutely dependent on natural regeneratIOn for future stocking

and its continuity, Natural regeneration refers to renewal of a forest crop by natural

means, as opposed to artificial regeneration by mcan of planting or $Owing. A number

of factors cOlltnbute to the productivity of a Jorest. And adequate natural regeneration

is one of those factors. However, regeneration offore5ts is a common problem in most

of the mangroves of the world (Siddiqi, 1996). Natural regeneration takcs place

successfully under a variety of favorable abiotic and biotic conditions.

Natural regeneration on tidal forcsts is usually adequate and can be cstablished by the

se1cetion-cum improvement system, Sometimes, however, it is difficult to obtain

adequate seedlings of a particular species in a particular locality due to constant

changes in edapbie and other en~ironmcntal factors (Champion et aI., 1965). Shafi
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(1982b) claimed thal regeneration rates had decreased by as much as 100% in 1981 as

compared to the levels of 1959, while Rahman (1990a) slaled that regeneration status

of Heriliera jomes remained stable and satisfactory over the period from J 970 to

1986. However, a comparison of results of two ~uccessivc forest inventories (J 959

and 1983) indicates that regeneration of the principal species has been low (Anon,

1989).

While viviparous species such as Rhizophora and Avicennia regenerate under the

parent trees or on soft mud, the principal species of the Sundarbans, namely Heriliera

fames and E:xcoecarw ugallocha are non-viviparous and the buoyant frui(~ arc

disseminated by water. Height of ground above mean sea level, distance from the sea,

depth and frequency of inundation and degtee of salinity cause succession changes

and thus alter the paltern of thc vegetatlOn. Tidal currents, which are generally

proportional to the tidal range, play an important rolc in the transport of mangrove

seedlings.

Excoeraria agallocha and iI. fomes are dominant species in the Sundarbans and it IS

natural to have a higher proportion of seedlings of these species. However, the

relative proportion of E. agalloclia is vcry high considering the fact that 11.[ollles

constitutes about 65% of merchantable timber. Shafi (1982) noted that the proportions

of seedlings of iI . .fornes, E agallocha and other species were 15, 77, and 8 percent

respectively for Compartment NO.3 of the forcsts and conelllded that 11.[omes was in

the process of replacement by E agallocha. Chaffey ct a1. (1985) reported that

regeneration (hcight<l.3m) for 11.jumes, E. agallocha and other species were 41, 45

and 14 percent respectively.

A significant decrease in seedling recruitment is noticed with an increase in thc level

of salinity (Siddiqi, 2001). This is independently true for 11.fomes and E. agalloeha.

Both spccies prefer a Icvel of lower salinity. Salinity plays a vital role in thc

distribution of specIes in the Sundarbans. Gcrmination of seeds of some halophytes is

linked to salinity levels (Siddiqi et aI., 1989). Variation in yearly secdling recruitment

among the three salmit y zones is signIficant (Siddiqi, 2001).

Sccdling survival is recorded for a pcriod of 33 months since their appearance.

Greater proportion of scedlings dbappears during this period. Only about 17%

seedlings of H. [ome.\' in [ow sa!llle and 2 % in moderate saline waler zones survive al
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the end of 33 months with no sun-ivaI in the h1gh saline water zone. The survival rales

of E. agallocha in the low and high salm~ water zones are about 0.5% and 14%

respectively with no survival in the moderate saline water zone. With regard to other

species combined, 6 % and 0.5% seedlings survive in low and moderate saline water

zones respedivcly. while in the high saline water zone, all the seedlings disappear

wIthin 3 monlhs. Seedling half~lifc for H jomes in low, moderately and high saline

water zones is 13.7, 8.8 and 6.3 months respectively and for E, agllflocha it is 8, 9.2,

11.6 months respectively. For species other thaI H. fomes and E. agalfocha, half-line

is 10.5, 6.3, and 6.7 months respectively in low, moderately and high saline water

zones,

2.7 impact of Farakka barrage on Sundarbans

In 1974 India built a barrage on the Ganges at Farakka in ord~r to divert water for its

own use. The water is dlvclted to the Boogley River vIa a 26-mile long feeder canal.

The Unilateral and disproportionate di~ersion of the Ganges since that time has caused

a dangerous reduction in the amounl of sediment and water flow of the Ganges in

Bangladesh. (Khalequa,aman, 1993). One of the changes taking place in the

Sundarban ecosyslem is an lIlcrease in salinity. This is a result of a reduced level of

fresh water flowing through the Sundarbans into the Bay of BengaL When the barrage

is dosed during the dry season, the water level in the Ganges in Bangladesh IS so low

that almost no water flows through the Gorm. As a result of the dlminished flow, the

intrusion of sea water in the southern par! of the country has become so pronounced

that the salinity hal; gone up more than sixty times than the pre-Farakka times. Thus

soils are affected by a increasing level of salimty which i~ tum negatively inf1Llenees

the natuml regeneration of the forest. The increase of salinity in such magnitude has

significantly altered the ecology of the region. Already the' largest mangrove forest of

the world, the Sundcrban is being depleted. (Ahmad, undated).

The increase in salinity is thought to be one of the main causes ofthe reeent top-dymg

of the Sundri, the tree that characteri~cs the Sundarbans. As the sundri struggle in the

changing conditions of the SLlndarbans, gewa, which is a trlle mangrove, seems to be

taking over from the sundri 1Ilsome areas. As table 2.4 shows, relative to sundri, gewa

has become nlore predominant than in the past. The volume of sundri has decreased

faster than that of gewa,
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Table 2.4: Changes m volumes of fore,! types in Sundarhans 1959-83

Forest f)'pe Estimated oj" of the Estimated % of the
Sundarhans in 1959 SUDdarhRn~ in 198:1

Pure Sundari 31.6 21.0

Sundari-Gewa 24.4 29.7

Gewa-Sundari 15.6 14.8

Source: Galappatti, 1993

The direction of this decline is closely related to the reduced flow of freshwater

though the river~ that passe~ through the fOfcst, due to human intervention (Hu~sain et

ai, 1994). Following figure shows the impact ofFarakka barrage on Sundarhans.

Farakka dam constructed in India

Le~' 1resh waler ~upply

Sediment

Increase of Salinity

Siltation and river
drying

Less amount of n~tural
regeneration

1
Los~ offorcst cover and
biodiversity (Depletion of
stocking and productivity

of the forest)

Figure 2.3: Summary of impact of Farakka Barrage

Source: Extracled from figure 5.4 in Akhler, 2006
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The perception in Bangladesh is (hat the increa>e in salinity in the Sundarbans is

largely a result of the constnlctlOll of the Farakka Barrage. The forest showed

evidence ofreccnt extenSlYe damage in localized areas dunng a visit 10 Sundarbans

by a lcam to verify the extent of deterioration and 10 evaluate causes of deterioralion

reported by Bangladesh govcrnm,ml (Crow, 1995). Three causes of deterioration were

cited. These arc insufficient fresh water, increased salinity and chlorinity and

insufficient nutrients. The variation in the volume which can be harvested from each

acre of forest in from 1,500 cubic feet, in the best quality (Class 1) forest in the fresh

water zone, to 20 cubIC feet in the \'v"Qrstforest (Class III) in the saline zone, Special

Studies tcam provided a calculation that all Class I and II forests would be replaced

by Class Ill. So (be Sundarbans has alrcady been degraded by Farakka barrage and

climatc change induced sea level rise will be a further threat (0 this ,",orld largest

mangrove forest (Cmw, 1995).
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CHAPTER THREE

CLIMATE CHANGR AND SEA LEVEL RISE

3.1 Climate Change and Sell Level Rise

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Wee), established in 1988 under

World Meteorological Organi"allOll ('v>,'lvIO) and United Nations Environment

Program (UNEP), published a number of reports on global context of climate change

and the potential sea level usc.

!pee (1990) estimated 107 em sea level rise by the year 2100. For the last several

years, the most widely cited estimate, for future sea level rise have been (hose

reported by IPee (1990) because all chmatologists agreed to deal with climate

change considenng 1990 as base year. EnvlTl)nmenlal Protection Agency (EPA, 1995)

developed probability-based projecllOlls that clIn be added to local tide-gullgc trends

to estimate future sea level at par11cular locations. It uscs the same models employed

by previous assessments of sea level TISe.The key coefficients in those models are

based on subJectivc probability distributions supplied by a cross-section of

climatologists, oceanographers, and glaciologists. The experts who assisted this effort

wcre mostly authors of previous assessments by the National Academy of Sciences

and the IntergoveDlmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The estimates of sea

level rise are somewhat lower than those published by previous IPCC assessments,

primarily because of lower temperature projcctions. This JPCC report estimatcs thal

global temperatures are most likely to rise 1°C by the year 2050 and 2°C by the year

2100, thal there is a 10 percent chance that temperatures wl1\ rise more than 4°C in the

next century, and a 90 percent ehanee that they will rise by at least the 0,6°C wamling

of the last centnry, EPA temperature estimates are lower becanse (a) they assume

lower eoncentration~ of carbon diOXIde;(b) they include the cooling effects of sulfates

and strato"pheric ozone depletion; and (c) thcir panel of experts included a scientist

who doubts that greenhouse gases w111substantially increa,e global temperaturcs

(EPA, 1995).

EPA compares their projections for the year 2100 with those of IPCC (1990). Their

draft results, however, show thaI the median sea level estimate would have been lower

than the IPCC (1990) cstimatc even if their temperature estimates had becn a.'>high as
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those of wee (1990). The draft and wee (1990) both assumed a wanning of about

3°e over the 1990-2100 period, but the draft projected a sea level contribution of

only 51 em. About half of this downward revision (compared with IPCC) resulted

from lower thermal expansion estimates, which stemmed from changes in ocean

modeling assumptions. EPA nonlinear model of the Gfeenland contribution,

combined with explicitly considering increased precipitation, resulted in Ii much

lower estimate of Ihis ice sheet's sensitivity to a warming of a few degrees (C).

Finally, we incorporated recent work suggesting that small glaciers are less sell5itive

10global temperatures than previously thought.

The range of sea level rise presented in the Second Assessment Report (SAR) was

0.13 to 0.94 m (IPCC, 1996). According to the Third Assessment Report (TAR) of

wee (2001), mean sea level will continue to rise throughout the 21" century with a

likelihood of rise to the tune of9 to 88 em by the year 2100. The main contributions

to this sea level rise are:

o a thermal expansion of 0.1 I to 0,43 m, accelerating through the 21st century;

o a glacier contribution ofO,OJto 0.23 m;

o a GTeenlandcontribution of -0,02100.09 m; and

o an Antarctic contribution of -0.17 to +0,02 m.
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Figure 3.1: Predicted Global Sea Level Rise: 1996 to 2100 (IPCC, 2001)
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For the full set of S]J~cial Report Oll EmisslOll Scenarios (SRES), a sea Jevel me of

0.09 to 0.88 ill is projected for 1990 (0 2100 (Fib'ure 3.1), primarily from thelmal

expansion and loss of ma~s from glaciers and lce caps. The central value is 0.48 ill,

which cOlTe"l'0nds to an average rate of about two to four times the rate over the 20th

century. Despite higher temperatllfe change projections in the third assessment, the

sea level projections are slightly lower, primanly dlle to the use of improved models,

which gave a smaller contribution from glaciers and icc sheets, Scenanos in I'gurc 3, I

are alternative image.'>afhow the future might unfold and arc an appropriate tool with

which to analyse how driving forces may influence future emission outcomes and to

assess the associated uncertaintie~. They assist in c1imale changc analysis, inclwling

climate modcling and the assessmcnt of impacts, adaptation, and mitigation. Four

different narrative storylines were developed to dcseribe consislenlly the rclationships

between emission driving forces and their evolution. Four qualitative storylines yicld

four sels of sccnarios called "famillcs": AI, A2, BI, and B2. Altogether 40 SRES

sccnarios have been dcvcloped by six modehng teams. All are eqllally valid with no

assigned probabilitics of occurrence. The set of scenarios cousisls of six scenario

groups drawn from the fOllr familics: one grOllp each in A2, 81, B2, and threc groups

within thc Al family, characterizing alternative developmcnts of energy technologics.

Thc Al storyline and scenario family describes a linure world of very rapid economic

growth, global populalion that peaks in mid-century and dcclines thereafter, and thc

rapid introduction of new and more effiCient technologies. The Al scenario family

develops mto thrcc groups that describc alternative directions of technological changc

in the energy systcm. The three Al groups arc distinguished by their technological

emphasis: f05sil Intcnsive (AlFI), non-fossil cnergy sources (AlI), or a balancc

across all SOllrecs (AlB), The A2 storyline and seenano family describes a very

heterogeneous world, The lUldcrlying theme," self-reliance and preservation of local

ldentitics, The BI storyline and scenario family describcs a convergent world WIth the

same global population, thal peaks in mid-century and dcclincs thereafter, as In thc

Al storyline, but With rapid change in ecoTIll1nic structures toward a scrvicc and

inlormation economy, with rcductions in material intcnsity and the introduction of

clean and resourcc-cffiClent teclmologics. The B2 storylinc and scenario family

dcscnbes a world in which the emphasis is on local solutions to economic, social and

environmental sllstainability CIPCe, 2000), Following (able shows the characteristics

of these scenarios.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics orthe scenarios

Characteristics Scenarios
AIPI AlB AlI A2 Bl B2

Population low 10\'1 low high low medium

growth

GDP grO\~th ~''Y very "'Y medium high medium
hi"h hi h hi h

Encrgy use very very high hIgh low mediwn
high hi"i,

Land- use low- low low medium/high high medium

changes medium
Resource high medium medium low low medium

availabllitv
Pace and rarid rapid rapid slow medium medium

direction of
technological
change favoring c~~~:oil balanced nOn- regional efficIency & "dynamics

& "' fossils dematerialization as usual"

Source: IPCC, 2000 (Collectcd from m(cmct)

The !PCC Fourth Assessment Report (lPCC, 2007) projects a global sca-Ievel rise of

between 18 and 59 em in 2095, relative to 1990 sea levels. These numbers seem

significantly Icss than the rilJ1ge projected in the Third Assessment Report. ThIs

nan-ower range reflects an improved understandmg of some processes lhat influence

sea level (e,g. occan heat content). However, the report acknowledges that other

unaccounted for processes make the high end projection conservative. Duc to current

uncertainties, tlle TPeC notes that the following factors are not fully reflected in the

current generation oflPCC modcls:

• Evidence suggests lhat wamling tends to reduce land and ocean uptakc of

atmospheric carbon dlO)"dc, increasing the portion of man-made emissions that

remain in the atmosphere. This wonld resCll1in fClrtherwarming and canse additional

sea-level TIse.

• Observations record that melt waler can run down fissures and lubncate the boltom

of ice sheets, resulting in fa>(cr ice flow and the calving of large ice masscs into tbe

ocean, This process directly contributes to sca level risc.

The sea level projcctlOns in the fOllrth assessment include observed contributions

from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets between 1992 and 2003, but exclude
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future changes ill ice ~hcct behavior because of limited understanding of how (0

quantify potential changes from this S(lUfce.

3.2 Probability of Global Sea Level Ri~e

The EPA (1995) has calculated the probability of different sea level rise for global

aspect. The mam reason to estimate probability distributions is that decision makers

Heoo this infonnation. If the published literature does !lot provide a probability

distribution, then engineers, economists, and decisIOn makers must implicitly or

explicitly develop their own estimates, which arc likely to be less accurate than the

results of expert panels. The EPA presents the methods and results of a two-part effort

to estmtatc the probability distribution of future sea level risc implied by the

expectations of approximately twenty c1Jmate researchers,

In the !irst phase, EPA developed a simpli!led model for estimating sea level rise as a

function of thirty-five major uneeriamties, derived probability distributions for each

parameter from the existing literature, and conducted a Monte Carlo expeliment using

10,000 simulations.

Flgure 3.2 lilustrates the relationships between the various models they used and

developed to project sea level. GIven the emissions projections, they used existing

gas-cycle models to project atmospheric coneenlrations and the resulting radiative

forcing, They developed simple models of how upwelling may change, based on the

res lilts of tbre<>dimensional modeb. They used an existing model to proJcct the

resulting temperaturc and themlal e.>.pansion eSllmates. They dcvised simple models

for projectmg changes in polar chmate and Antarctic water temperatures, as well a.'>

the impact of water temperatures on ice-shelf meltmg. They developed a simple

model of a po~sible fast-hul-stable impact of ice-shelf melting on the Antarctic ice

sheet contribution, while using existing models to simulate an unstable response and a

stable but- slow response, They developed a simple model of how the runoff elevation,
lO Greenland responds to climate change, but used existing models to project the

actual contribution of the Greenland ice shcet to sea level, They used an existing

model to estimate the impact of slll~ll glaciers on sea leveL To estimate relative sea

level at a specific location, onc can combine tidal-gau~e observations with the

cstimated glacial and thermal e.>.pansioncontributlOn~.
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between the various models used to project sea level

In the second phase ofthis study, they circulated the draft report to a "Delphic" panel

of experts- approximately two dozen climatologists and glaciologists In each case,

EPA directed their attention to specific chapters, and asked them to review EPA's

assumptions, and suggest the assumptions that they would have used had they

conducted the analysis. A few of the researchers provided comments without

probability distributions; but twenty of the researchers did give EPA their best

assessment of the values of the model coefficients most closely related to their own

research. Moreover, five researchers even provided alternative model specifications.



Givcn the probability distributions :specifiedby EPA's Delphic panel of experts, they

reran the 10,000 simulations. EPA summarized the reviewer changes and presents the

results of the Delphic Monte Carlo experiment. The meaning of the term "Monte

Carlo analysis" has evolved. Originally, the tcrm referred to the use of many trials to

mlmetically approximate a probability distributioll-llS opposed to analytically

solving the equations, As the use of Monte Cado techniques evolved, mathematicians

have shown that the original approach of randomly selecting the input values is not as

efficient as nonrandom sampling approaches such as Latin Hypercube. Although

Latin Hypercube is a Monte carlo technique in the original sense of the word. many

authors use the tenn "Monte Carlo analysis" to refer only to exercises that employ

totally random samples. EPA's overall approach is as follows:

SL =M (a, b, c, ...),
Where SL is sea level, M ill the mode~ and a, b, c, ... are unknown coefficients. They

assume that the model would be true if they knew the actual values of the coefficients.

But because no one knows their precise values, EPA must rely on estimates, each of

which is uncertain Based on available estimates and reasonable assumptions about

the shapes of the distributions, one can estimate a probability density function for

each coefficient, In the simple case, where SL= aX +bY and t':teyhave data on X and
Y, probability theory provides them with a simple formula for estimating the

distribution of SL. Projections of sea level rise, however, are nonlinear: Even simple

models must multiply uncertain temperatures by uncertain melling-sensitivity

parameters, and most models are far more complex. Under these circumstances,

solving for the distribution is too complicated to he practical. EPA developed

NonnaIized Sea Level Projection, Table 3,2 shows the cumulative probability of sea

level rise.
Table no. 3.2: Cumulative probability of sea level rise
NOllll.liud S.a u.d I'IoJe<:60llS.Cc''''l',red ",i!h 1990 1.• ,-d'l<mi
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3.3 Sea Level Rise Scenarios for Bangladesh

Bangladesh has a humid, wann, tropical climate influenced primarily by mon~oon and

partly by pre-monsoon and post-monsoon circulations. The south-west monsoon

origmates over the 1Iidian Ocean and carries warm, moi,!, and Llnstab1c air, The

monsoon has its onset during the first week of June and ends in the fir:st week of

October, with some inter-annual variability in dales. Besides monsoon, the easterly

trade winds are also active, providing warm and relatively drier circulation.

A very brief mtroduction of ehmatc change and SC<llevel rise scenarios for

Bangladesh will be made here in respect of tcmperatur~, evaporation and

precipitation. There arc various estimates of temperature rise in Bangladesh. One

estimate (e.g. Ahm~d and Alam, 1999) is that the average increase in temperature m

Bangladesh would he 1,JoC and 2.6"C by the year 2030 and 2075 respee!ively WIth

respect to the base year 1990. The season~1 variation of temperature will be more in

winter than in summer. Kannaknr and Shrestha (2000), using the 1961-1990 data for

Bangladesh, show that atlllual mean maximum temperature will increase by 0.40"C

and 0.7JOC by the years 2050 and 2100 respectively. The mean minimum temperature

will correspondingly rise by O,04°C and O,OS°e. But the mean annual temperature

will increase by O,22°C and O.41"C respectivcly. Global warming will enhance

evaporation and change prec'p,tation pattern. Ahmed and Alam (1999) 5how that the

average evaporation in Bangladesh would remain almost unchanged ill 2030 bul

would be slightly higher in 2075 with respect 10 the base year 1990. In 2030,

precipitation will increase slightly in winler and moderalely in sununer But in 2075,

evaporation would be much blgher in winter. There would be more precipitation

during the monsoon period and preclp,lalion would decrease ill winter. This means

lhal increased ,,,infa]] would lead 10more severe flood situation in summer, and low

precipitation and hIgher tcmperature in winter will cause more drought like conditions

in winter. On the other hand, in 2075, lhe change win be very pronounced in monsoon

wblle there would not be any nolieeable precipitation in winter. Karnlakar and

Shrcstha (2000) predict that annllal total ramfall over Bangladesh is likely 10mercase

by 295.94 rnm and 542.55 mm by 2050 and 2100 respectivcly, Global wamling WIll

increase the intensity of south-west monsoon. A project on Climate And Sea Level

Change in part of lhe Indian Sub-Continent (CLASIC) was takcn to examine the
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implications of change m climate and sea level on water resources availability and

coastal flooding in part of the !mhan sub-continent with particular reference to

Bangladesh (CLASIC, 2007). The project studied the impact5 of climate change over

the Indian sub-continent on three vuhlemblc areas: (i) water resources in Bangladesh,

(ij) to a lesser extent, upon possible fluvial flooding impacts on Bangladesh, and

finally (iii) upon storm surge impacts on coastal flooding in the Bay of Bengal.

Predicted impacts of climate change on river flows indicate possibility of substantial

changes in future river flow in Bangladesh. According to this study, north-west and

south.west regions are likely to be worst sufferer (CLASIC, 2007).

Various scenarios have been predicted abollt SLR in Bangladesh. Two estimates of

potential future SLR for Bangladesh are 0,3-1.5m and 030-0.50m for 2050 (DOE,

1993), Mah(ab (1989) mentioned a scenario ofa one' meter change in sea level by the

middle of the 21st century; it combines a 90 em (average of30 em and 150 cm) rise in

sea level and about 10 em local rise due (0 subsidence. Sevewl factors such as non-

uniform rise in temperature, accelerated rise in temperature, geological subsidence

and sedimentation may influcnce this ratc. (Singh, ct al. 2000) shows that mean tidal

level at Hiron point, Char Changa and Cox's Bazar is showing an increasc of 4.0

mm/yr, 6.0 mmlyr and 7.8 mm/yr respectively, whieh is much higher than the global

rate. This study has used 22 years historical tidal data of these thrce cOalilal stations.

Varialion among the stalions has also bcen found for these three stations. Though only

22 years historical data aTe not enough to ensure, table 33 represents the trend of tidal

levels in these statIOns.

Table 3.3: Trend of tidal level in three coastal stations

\~Tid.iPStatioiV i0~e"'bnZ"\'Latiiudei(N) , ~L'o"- .tUd' '(E)'f ~Dat\.iiri(rri)::: ~;rrciid~(mmffear)~
~'.~:'!l>~:"""~-""'~',~~'1' ,gJ 'ri' ",~"~m,,,~,~,.i''W"'/,<" , ":~''ly."",, .':l:'.N" .,: ',""",.' ,.>..',-- .•.~:rNn,:,:~',.~,'.'1" '~'""..." _.,h~'.j'J

Hiron Point Western 21 48' 89 28' 3.784 4,0

CharChanga Central 22 08' 91 06' 4.996 6,0

Cox's Bazar Eastern 21 26' 91 59' 4.836 7,8

Source: SMRC, NO.3
The low-lying topography of the coastal landforms in Bangladesh suggests that a

change in sca level can havc catastrophic impacts and increase vulnerability

significantly. 111eGBM delta 15morphologically highly dynamie and the coas(allands

are simultaneously subject to accretion and teclonic subsidence (Huq el. aI., 1996).

Compaction Olsediment may also playa rolc in defining \let change in sea level along
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the ,oasta1 zone due to the fact that (he landform is constltliled by sediment

decomposition. Lacking more specific informatIon, if one assumes that sediment

loading cancels out the errcels of compaction and subsidence, then the net sea-level

rise can be assumed to be close to the global average as projected by !he IPCC.

The Govemment of Bangladesh has prepared an action plan for adaptation to ehmate

change under the National AdaptallOn Program of Action (NAPA, 2005) program.

The likely climate change and sea level rise scenarios, which were selected for

developing options for adaptation of climate changes, are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Climate Challge Scenarios Considered in Bangladesh NAPA Project

1h1111~J;~illP~r<l,.~~\%!iffiig~1(~,9)}n}te'~.iP'ija~64:iiJ_if~~~)'~S'~~:~~~iiIfl~~rtt~1Ife
~e.~~ *~~MeiU\1)¥(}hX,Jt:*tr,:tWM9.~~J~,~!*:}'''_;;,,'!',,'~-'',',~.'~::..'~n',"

_ Annuall DJF JJA Annual DJF JJA u"~C:n,,, SMRC NAPAer ran I'

2030 1 Ll 0.8 5 2 6 14 18 14
2050 14 16 Ll 6 -, 8 32 30 32
2JOO 2.4 2.7 19 to 10 12 88 60 88

ate: DJf Deeember- January February (Source: Adopted from IPCC 2001, SAMC Report
1999, GECD Report 2003), JJA= June-July-August, SMRC= SAARC MeteoroJogicai Research
enter

3.4 Sea Level Rise and Salinity

Due to the SLR the sahnity front will be moved toward the inland if the fresh water

flow from the river remains constant. Reduced freshwater flows coupled with sea-

level rise would consequently further enhance the dry season salinity levels in the

Sundarbans. As a response to reduced now regime, the salinity front wouJd penetrate

inland both inside the forest areas and in the entire south-western areas of the country.

Similar ingress of salinity is also expected all the Indian side of the Sundarbans

(OEeD, 2003). Tt can be simply pre8umed that, with the SLR the downstream will

rise and that will moVe the 8ahnity front towards the inland. This will cause increase

in salinity in tenns of intensity and area in both surface water and groundwater.

For the ba.>econdition, the salmity concentration has been prepared and area statistics

under different ranges of salinity has been estimated by a study completed by CEGlS

(200G). CEGlS used model to dcfine present and futurc distribution of salinity under

different sea level rise scenarios. A combmalion of two-dimensional and one-

dimensional model of Bay of Betlgal and Southwest region of Bangladesh using

MIKE21 and MIKEl J software, developed by Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHl), was
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tlJlPlicd for defining the base condition and lICefIllrlos. The existing calibflllcd and

validated models have been used for this study with latest available data to simulate

the hydrodynamic conditiom for different sea level rise scenarios. The two.
dimensional model of the Bay of Bengal describes ~ flow, Wlter level and sediment

transpof1 processes in the Bay. The result of two-dimensional Bay of Bengal model

wM used Il5 the downstream boundaJy condition for the O1lf:-dimensional southwest

regiOf\llI model.

In the salinity model, constant salinity boundary wu used for simuhllion for different

6Cll level rise conditi(l(l5. To (100the salinity boundary for differcnt Suu. fim 20

BlIYof Bengal model was run for diff=t sea level rise scenarios together with the

base 5CelIllIio.1lrcn the resutta obtained were &MI)'2Zd10 see the treIId of increase of

salinity from base condition to differ=! SLR scenarios, The increased amount of

salinity for different SLR conditions WI! added to the evailablc mSling obserwd

maximum salinity to gel the rrspective downstream constant salinity boundary. Then

the salinity maps for different SLIt, wen: ~ for the asxssment ofimpaets. The

movement of the aalinity from CIIDbe ll$Se$Sedfrom Figure 3.3.

Salinity distribution in b:l5C condition Salinity diMbutioll with SLR Salinit). distribution with SLR32= ""=
'" Cmditiol:l Salinit}-"(ppt)

I 0-, "" ].Sppl 5-10 PJIl. 10.15 ppt 1.5-20 PI'! 20.25 ppI >"'"_ ..-

"'" 10.8% 16.2% 19.1% 20.9% 15.9% 12.6% 4.5%
condition

SLR32 an 9.2% 17.8% lUI'" 18,6% 15,6% 15.7% ,.'"
SLRS8an 4.W. 21.(1% l7.r.- 15.6% [4.9"- 17.9"- ..."

Sour«: GEGlS, 200S

rtgll~3.3: Salinity distribution in diff"crent scenario
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3.5 VulnerllbUiI)' of the Sundarbans to SLR

As a result of salinity m!rusion, many mangrove species may be threatened.

According 10 a number of studie" available on the Sundarbans (Karim, 1994; Siddiqi,

1994), complex forest processes such as the natural regeneration of vegetatiOJl and

forest succession also depend on saliwly regime. Considering that the salinity regime

inside the forest will signilicantly change as a consequence of climate change, it has

been argued that increased salimty would have discemab1c adverse impacts on forest

regeneration and succession (Ahmed el Ill., 1998). For example, the freshwater loving

Sundan is projected to decline or disappear entirely under climate change. Areas with

best quality standing timber would be replaced by mferior quality tree or shrub

specIes. Under such conditions, vegetatIOn canopy would become sparse and plant

height would be reduced significantly. With such a dramatic scries of anticipated

changes in forcst vegetation under climatc change, the productivity of the forest

would be severely constrained. ChalIey et at. (1985) demonstrated that, total

merchantable wood volume per unit area of forest land would decline with mcrcasing

50il and river saJimty. Preliminary cstnnates suggested that, disappearance of

oligohaline arcas combined with decreasing mesohaline areas would result into over

50% loss of merchantable wood from the Sundarbans (Ahmed et al., 1998). Increase

in salinity in the Indian side of the forest would have compounding encct to existing

poor productIvity of the forest.

Since the composition of vegetation has profound effect on distribution of forest

fauna, a change in forest succession would in tum affect the long-ternl sustalllabiJity

of the ecosystem. Considering the tillleframe of such changes and the land-use

patterns inland, it i:; fughly unlikely that forest species would havc sufficient time or

room to migrate inland in response to Ihese changes (GECD, 2003).
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Chapter Four

Methodology

4.1 Methodological Framework
Data from different 8ource~were collected. Different methods started from literature

,

LiteraMe Review

I Problem formulation

I Field Visit
Expert Opinion

Selection of
Ecological Enll/ics

Data on Ecological Salinity Distribution

Entities from
maps for both base and
8Eem SLR scenario

Forest Department

Ecological Effect
of SEem SLR

Vulnerability Analysi~

Probability of88cm
SLR from EPA

Ecological Risk
Assessment

review to vulnerability assessment werc used to assess ecological risk. The figure 4.1

represents methodological framework which was followed in this sllldy

Figure 4.1: Methodological Framework of the study
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4.2 Literature Review

Reports from government and non-government organizations, different joumals and

books on the Sundarbans and climate change have been studied to have an idea about

Mangrove forest aIld consequences of climate change huard. Chaptcr two and three

of this paper repre~cnts the literature review Oflhis study.

4.3 Problem Formulation

Climate change is a global Issue, which causes sea level rise and other problem

throughout the world. Reviewing literature, the problem of tile Sundarbans due to sea

level risc has been identified.

4.4 Selection of Ecological Entities

Assessment of entities is explicit expressions orlhe actual environmental value that is

to be protected, operationally defined by an ecological entity and its attribldcs. EPA

establishes three criteria (ecological relevance, susceptibility, and relevance to

management goals) for determining how to select, among a broad array of

possibilities, the specific ecological charactcrislics to target in the risk assessment that

are responsive to general management goals and are scientifically defensible. All

ecosystems arc diverse, with many level, of organization (e.g., individuals,

populations, communities, ecosystems, landscapes) and multiple ecosystem proce~scs.

It l~ rarely clear which of these characteristics arc most critical to ecosystem function.

The EPA criteria were used to select ecological values that may be appropnate for

assessment ecological entities. To identify the entities a field visit was performed, the

opinion from expeli~ were considered and literature was also reviewed.

4.4.1 Field Visit

A field visit from 6u, may to 11th may, 2006 was undertaken to have an idea about

mangrove specks and to verify the secondary data collected form forest Department

(FD). The objectives of the field visit were as follows:
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• To identify the different mangrove species with the help of local

people working in Sllndarbans.

• To understand (he characteristics of difTerclll mangrove species in

different saline zone. and

• To verify the secondary data on mangrove species collected from FD

"d
• To identIfy ecological entities for this study.

4.4.2 Selected Entities

Reviewmg literature, gettmg opinion from experts and after perfonning field visit, the

ecological entities of this study weTC selected. These entities are regeneration mainly

seedlings of mangrove specIes, ecological health mainly productivity and ecological

zone, Ecological Risk will be assessed considering the impact upon these three

entities.
Regeneration of species was selected as entities becaLlsc it ISmore sensitive \0 salinity

stressor, The future stock of mangrove specics depcnds on regeneration, So it is

ecological! y relevant If the rcgeJleration of spccies is proteded from salinity stressor

the Sundarbans ecosystem will be free from the threat oftransfcnnation.

Health of an ecosystem can be assesscd by produdivity and biodiversity. In this

study, biodiversity, ll1e variety and variability of specie ill a given arca wIthin

specified period of time, was not considered because it may not be changed by

salinity hazard. Somc specIes like Sundari arc very scnsitive to salinity whereas other

favor salinity for theIr growth. The productIVIty of different saline 7.Oncsis different.

It is sensitive to ~alinity_ That's why prodnctivity has been selectcd as an ecological

entity.

Another entity is ecological zone itself. DlJe to saline water intrusion, these zoncs may

shift. If these zoncs are shifted, the ecosystem of the 5undarbans will also be shifted.

The impad on thesc three entities was u~cd to qllanlify the ecological impact due (0

sea level rise,
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4.4.3Dataon~I F.atltfes

Compartment wise daUi on seedlings, productivity and number of spccll1c mllIlgl"ove

species were collected &urn Forest InvettlOfY (1998).

4.5 Salinity distribution at diffrrrnt stft I""rl Itrnnrios

Salinity distribution maps both (or base condition IIld 88cm SLR lICCfllriowere

prepared with the help of Center for Envimnmcntal and GeogBphic inf(llTIllllion

Services (CEG1S). The model used for Alinity distnbution at different SLR has been

developed by DH!.
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F"1gII1T4.2: SIlIinity DimilMion in the Sundllrbflns lit base IllJd S8an SLR Scenario.

Sourn': ~ed withthehelpofCEG1S

".6 EcoloPeal Erred oU8c:m SLR

From 5ll1inity distribution lJllIP5(Figul": 4.2), the ecological effect of the Sundarball5

under 88em SLR has been assessed considering the changes in the ClCQlogicaIentities.

The following have been used to quantify the effect on ecological entities.

4.6.1.11.0» of SffdJi"K5 I" low saJitl~ ,mUT 11'_ - Number of seedlings of

compartment5 to be affected in low saline water zone - Number of seedlings of

compartments in modemtc saline water zone to be shifted into low $lIHne water mne
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4.6.1.2 Loss of ~'eedlings ill moderate salille water zone = Number of seedlings of

compartments to be affected ill moderate saline water zone ~ Number of seedlings of

compartments III high saline water zone to be shifted into moderate saline water wne

4.6.1.3 Los,- of seedlings in wllole SUI/durba"" = Number of seedlings of

compartments to be affected - Number of seedlings of compartments to be shifted

4.6.2 Effect on Ecological Health

4.6.2.1 Loss of productivity in low saline water ZOlle= Average productivity of

compartments to be affected in low saline water zone - Average productivity of

compartments in moderate saline water zone to be shifted into low saline water zone

4.6.2.2 Lon" ojprodllctillity in moderate ~'a{j1Jewater zone = Average productivity of

compartments to be aflCcted in moderate saline water zone - Average productivIty of

compartments in hIgh saline ZOllelo be shifted into moderate saline water zone

4.6.2.3 Los~' of productivity in whole SUlldarbans = Average productivity of

compartments to be affected - Average productivity of eompartmcnts to be shifled

4.6.3 Effect on Ecological Zone

4.6.3.1 Los~'of area in low saline water zone =Total area of low saline water ZOlleat

present _ Total area oflow saline watcr zone ailer saline water intrusion

4.6.3.2 Loss of area in moderate salille water zone = Total area of moderate saline

water zone at present - TOlal area of moderate saline water zone after saline water

mtrusion

4.6.3.3 Total area shifted = Total area of whole Sundarbans at present. Total area of

whole Sundarbans after zone transformation

4.7 Vulnerability Analysis

Vulnerability is defined as degree of loss. For risk estimation, vulnerability is

essential part. In lhis study, the vulnerability of mentioned entities was estimated.

There arC 55 compartments in the Sundarbans. All of these compartments are

distributed among three saline zones. All of them will not be affectcd by sea levcl rise

induced salinity. The compartments near the tran~ition line between salme zones will

be affected. Few compartments in fresh water salinc zone will bc replaced by few

•
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compartments in moderate saline water <:onc and the same will be predictab1c for

moderate and high ~a]jnc zones.

4.7.1 Vulnerability to regeneration

Regeneration vulnerability can be estimated for low and moderate saline water zones

and also for whole Sundarballs, The following ways were used to estimate

vulnerability to regeneration:

4.7.1.1 Vulnerability to n1Jeneratiollfor low saline water 'l(me

In low saline water zone the vulnenlbility has been assessed using followmg

equations-

Vulnerability ~ Loss of seedlings! N'lmbcr of seedJingsof compartments to be affected

in low saline water zone

4.7.1.2 Vulnerability to rcgelleratioll for moderate sali"e water ZOlle

In modenlte saline water zone the vulnerability has been assessed using followmg
cquations-

Vulnerability =Lossof seedlings/Number of secdlings of eompartmenl5 to be affccted

in moderatcsaline watcr zone

4.7.1.3 Vulnerability to regelleration for whole Su"darballs

In whole Sundarbans the vulnembility has been asscssed using following equations-

Vulnerability =Lossof seedlings! NUlllberof seedling50f compartments to be affected

4.7.2 Vulncrabilil)' to productivil)'

Vulnerabllity to Productivity can be estimated for low and moderate saline water

zones and also for whole Sundarbans. The following way the vulnerability to

productivity has becn estimated:

4.7.2.1 Vulnerability to productivity for low salb,e water zonl!

In low saline water zone the vulnerability has been assessed lISlllg following

eqlIations-
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Vulnerability = Loss of productivity in low saline water ~onel Average productivity

of compartments to he aJfcctcd in low saline water zone

4. 7.2.1 Vulnerability /0 prodllctivil)' for moderate saline waler zone

In moderate saline water wne the vulnerability has been assessed using following

equations-
Vulnerability = Loss of productivity in moderate saline water ~-onclAverage productivity

of compartments to be alIceted ill moderate saline water zone

4.7.1.3 Vul/H!rability to productivity for whole Sundarbans:

In whole Sundarb<lJls the vulnerability has been assessed using following equations-

Vulnerability = Loss of productivity I Average productivity of compartments 10be affected

4.7.3 Vulnerability to Ecolugical Zones

Vulnerability to ecological zones can be estimated lor low and moderate ~ahne water

zones and also for whole Sundarbans. TIle following way the vulnerabihly to

ceologleal wncs has been estimated:

4.7.3.1 Vulnerability for low saline water ZOlle

For low saline water zone the vulnerability has been assessed using following

equations-

Vulnerability = Loss of low ~alincwater wnc ITotal area of low salinc water zone at present

4.7.3.2 VulllerQhility for moderate salille WQter zOlle

For moderate saline water zone the vulnerability has been assessed using following

equations-

Vulnerability = Lossof moderate saline water 7oneiTotal area of moderale ~alinewater zone

at pre~ent

4.7.3.3 VulllerabUity for whale SUlldQrhalls

For whole Slmdarban~ (he vulnerability has been assessed using following equations-

Vulnerability = Lo~~ of total area ITotal area of wholeSundarball~ at present
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4.8 Probability of 88cm SLR

.EPA suggested the following equation (0 estimate local seal level risc:

weal (t) =Normalized (1)+ (I - 1990) X Trend

Where local (I) is the nse ill sea level by year I; NOffilalized (I) is the nOffilalized

projection of sea level rise; and trend n. the current rate of reIalive sea level risco

Normalized projection of sea level rise and I('S local trend was identified from table

3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Again probability of 88 em sea level rise was identified

using the table 3.1.

4.9 Ecological Risk Assessment

Ecological risk is often defined "S a product of probability of a hazard and

cOllseqlwilce if that hazard occurs. Ecological RIsk Assessment (ERA) is relatively

new lcchmque that is now available for ;u;scssing the level of risk to the health of

ecosystem posed by stressors. Ecological risk, in this study has been estimated by the

following equation:

Ecological Risk = Prohability or occurrence ofha~ard X Vulnerability
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Chapter Five

Field Visit

The Sundarbans is located ill the coastal region and spread over five districls namely

Khulna, Satkhira, Bagerhal, Patuakhali and Barguna. Almost all part of it is under

Khu1na, Satkhira and Bagerhat district. There are [our ranges in the Sundarbans.

These are Salkhira range, lUmina range, Chandpai range and Saronkhola range.

Satkhira range is in high saline wone, Khullla range is considered as moderate saline

water zone and Chandpa; and Sarunkhola range are considered as low saline water

zone. Figure 5. \ shows ranges ami compartments of the Sundarbans Mangrove Forest.

During the visit of three stations namely 8urigoalini, Kalagachia and Kateswar of

high saline zone, Mr. Hossam of Forest Department helped to identify different

species mainly Sundari, Gewa, Goran, Kcora, Baen and Passure. It was observed thaI

the Sundali is vel)' rare species in high saline water zone, which complies with

literature review. The species like Gewa, Keora, Baen are available species in

observed stations. Passure was also observed but it was not available like Gewa,

Kcora and Bain. It was found in scaUered way. It was very dirflcult for Mr, Hossain lo

make visitor familiar with Sundari specles because he could not find them. It was al"o

observed thallhc Ge"a species was not in good health in this zone (Figure 5.3).
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F"tgar'e 5.1: Ranges and Compartments of the Sundllfbam
Mr. Hossain infonned that lIigh salinity is responsible for it. It was also observed that

the height of IT1llngrovc species is low which wnesponds with the IiIera1ure review

(Figure 5.2). Kcolll, some Baen and very few Passur ~ found in good height. It

waslllso found that the Keo,. is domilUllll in nr:wIy aocn:ted land and it W1I$ not found
in all compartments. According to literature review it was learnt that Goran is the
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dominant species in high saline ZOMbut duri"8 field visit it was observed that Gewa

i~dominant. It does not mean past study is wrong. Only the stations located in nonh-

east of high saline zone, which are c10sesl to the lllOdeqte saline water zone wen

observtd. After coming from field, it was also diseussed with a person working in

silvial!ture in the Sundaroan!LHe was asked about Gewa- He replied probably

salinity is one orthe faetco fOf it.

Y~ure 5,2: Maugtr.-c bcICn In bIP s:illne ~ "CUll' ~.J;Gev.1'I ;, not in good health In

hIgIt CIline ZD:Ie

On the second day. the Andharmanik swion (Figure 5.1) was studied. It is a boundary

between two compartments (41 and 37). Compartment 41 is under moderate saline

water mne and compartment 37 is under low saline water :r:one.According 10 the

figure 4,2, the oompartmenU 16, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 of low saline water:wne will be

Imnsftl'tb:llo modertllc salineWIlterzone due to saline walti'" intrusion in future.

The characteristics of the species of these compartmenlt win be replaced by the

chanaeriSlics of the species of moderllie saline water wne. It was very difficuh to

visit all the compartments ofint~ due to fund and time limitation. Considering all

the problems, it was decided to visit only compartment 41 llJ'Idcompartment 37,

which 1ep1t3tl.1moderate and low saline waler zone ,espcctively. Tboc! two were

selected because they are near to MUll5higanj than other compartments. The

compartrnt'llU 43, 44, pan or 45, pan or 8 and part or 18 or moderate aline water

l.OllCwill aho be trmtsrcrnd to high ~ine zone. It was tried to visit t~

compartmems but it MIS IlOt possible to do that. They were all very rar from

MUIUlhiganj.
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During the visit, the species composition in both compartments was also observed

(Figure: 5.4). It was difficult to go inside of the Sundarbans. It was tried to enter into

the deep jungle and observed properly the species composition of twu compartments.

Figure 5.4: Observation of mangrove species in compartments 41 and 37.

Mangrove SIIJIIpleshave been collected from the station (Figure 5.5).

B.,,, Sundari

Keora Gewa Passure

Figure 5,5: Sample of mangrove species in SundllJ'bans
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After observation, different issues were discussed with the people (called as forester

by local people) responsible for the protection of the Sundarbans (Figure 5.6). They

were asked about species comp(}Sition in both 37 and 41 oompartments. They were

also asked about the problem of Gewa (discussed earlier). They replied, it is not

unusuaL It happens to every mangrove species. Salinity is not resp<JlllIiblefur it.

". ~Wt~~"'t•

Figure 5.6: Discussion with the foresters in Andharntanik station

The foresters were asked 10 compare present species composition of compartment 41

and 37 with species composition of these two compartments in 1998. The comparison

of these two compartments is given in the following table:

Table 5.1: Comparison of different species in compartment 37 and 41.

Compartment Roc",d Sundari Gowo B~" Keora Others

Forest 24% 26% 10"10 4% 36%

41
Inventorv
Field visit IS% 35% 10"10 5% 35%

Forest 57"/0 22% 1% 20"10

37 Tnventorv
Field visit 45% 33% 5% 7% 10"10

From the table, it can be inferred that the percentage ofSundari has been reduced by

10010where the percentage of Gewa has been increased by 10% in both compartments.

Baen and Keora are l\ll same as they were in 1998 in complU1meut 4 L But in

compartment 37, Baen and Koora have been increased. It is difficult to say due to
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increase in salinity the Sundari is replaced by Gewa because ill~gal tree felling may

be one of the Teasons behind the observation.

The fishermen in this zone were also asked about fish. They informed thai Bagda is a

very common specics in high sahnc zone and Vetki and llish arc rare species. They

also informed that Ve1ki is common In low saline water zone ilke in Saronkhola

nll1gc. So in future dLlCto salinity the Vetki wIll be threatened. So the present ecology

of the Sundarbans wlll he transformed in future due to sea level rise, which wJil result

In ecological disaster.
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Chapter Six

Result and Discussion

6.1 Ecological Elfect due to 88 em sea lenl risc

In this study, three ecologICal entities have been considered to qi.lantify the loss or

damage ULlCto sea level rise. These are transfer of ecological zone, loss of production

and loss of regeneration capacity. The descriptions of these damages are described

with the help of the figure 4.2.

6.1.1 Transfer of ecological zone

There are two maps Identifying three ecological zones separately were prepared. One

under base condition and other under 880m sea level risco From these maps, it has

been calculated that the areas of fresh, moderate and saline waler zone under base

condition arc 45%, 50% and 5% respectively. But due to sea level risc, the area aflow

and moderate saline water zone will be reduced to 36% and 47% respectively whereas

the area of hIgh saline water zone will be increased to 17%. Negative and posl(ive

sign in I"ollo\\ing table indicate loss and gain of area respectively.

Table 6.1: ElTect of 88cm SLR on area ofEeological Zone

Base condition 88 em scenario Changes

Zone
A~~~

Zone ~:~Area(1l' (Hal
Low saline 183,956 Ulw saline water 147,046 -36,910
water zone zone
Moderate Saline 203,292 Moderate Saline 189,820 13,472 IWater Zone water zone
High saline 20,714 High saline water 71,796 51,082
water zone /one

From table 6.1, it is observed that due (0 sec level rise, low saline water zone will be

reduced by 36,910 ha and moderate saline water zone w111be reduced by 13,472 ha.

There was minor en-Dr in area calculation of each saline zone when It was calculated

by GIS, The total area lmder low and modcrate saline water zonc that will be reduced

due to 88cm sea level rise is 50,382 ha while the area of high saline water zone will

increase from 20,714 ha to 71 ,796 ha, Bu! (he increase of hIgh saline water zone is not

beneficial for the SUlldarbans rather it will threat some valuable species.
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6.1.2 Loss ofproduclion

The productivity or low saline water zone is higher than any other zone. From the

salinity maps prepared under base condition and 88cm sea level rise scenario, it IS

clear that, all fresh water and moderate saline water zone will not be converted to

moderate saline waler and hIgh saline waler zones respectively_ Only a portion aflow

saline water zone and moderate saline water zone will be converted to moderate and

high saline water zone respectively. Only the compartments 8, 11, 15, 18,29,30,32,

35,49, 5JA, 51B and 52 will be affected by sea level rise. Some compartments will

be affected totally and some will be affected partially. It was assumed in (his study

that the productivity of these affected compartments of a zone w111be replaced by the

productivity of nearby compartments of other zone. For example, the productivity of

the compartments of low saline ",alcr zone will be replaccd by the produclivity of

nearby comparlments of moderale saline water zone. If we deduct the production of

moderate sahnc water zone from production of low saline water wnc, we w111gct the

changes in production that will be resLIltof sea level rise. Following lab1c shows

changes in production in affected compartments of low saline watcr zone. Thc

posItive and negative sIgn indicates gain and lo~s of production respectively.

Table 6.2: EtIeel of 88em SLR on production of low saline water zone

Compartment Area Percentage Affected 'Present Production Changes in

to be affected (8a) to be area pr~(du~~on af:(er ~~R prod~~~~on
affected '.' C.m C.m (Cum

11 5,661 7 396 J 0,632 5,873 "4,759

15 5,576 20 I, 115 62,239 44,374 -17,866

29 4,427 5 221 10,735 8,626 -2,109

30 5,231 20 1,046 49,182 40,770 _8,411

32 5,545 80 4,436 224,772 17,2871 -51,901

35 6,579 100 6,579 280,134 317,568 +37,435

ProductIOn Loss = 47,612 Cum

Note: Present production was obtained from forest inventory 1998. Cum~ Cubicmoter.

From the above table it call be said thaI, due to transformation of a part of low saline

water 7.onc to moderate salinc water zone, production of 47,612 cum wl1l be reduced.
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The same thing will also happen to moderate saline waler zone. A pari of some

compartments of moderate &alinc water zone will be aIfectoo. So dLle to transfer of

zone, the production of affected compartments under moderate saline water zono will

be replaced by the production of compartments of high saline water zone ncar the

affected compartments. Table 6.3 shows changes in production in compartments of

moderate saline water zone.

Table 6.3: Effect of 88cm SLR on production of moderate saline water zone

ProductIOn Loss =14,998 Cum

Compartment Area Percentage Affected Present Production Changes in

to be affected (Ha) to be a~:~pr~rd~~~onaf:;r,:~R Production
affected m, C,m C,m (Cum;

8 13,807 35 4,832 106,217 95,103 "ll,IlS

18 12,676 30 3,803 68,336 64,153 -4,183

49 11,548 55 6,351 14,926 14,989 '64
51A 3,460 25 865 6,764 2,041 _4,723

51B 6,075 55 3,341 9,990 7,885 -2,105

52 11,773 60 7,064 21,898 28,962 +7,064
.

Notc; Prescnt production was obtained from forest mventory 1998. Cum~ Cubicmeter.

From the table 6.3 it is easily underslood that dl.le sea level rise the present production

of moderate sahne water zone will he reduced and the loss of production will be

14,998 cum. So due to sea level rise, the total production loss of the Sundarhans will

be approximately 62,61 0 cum.

6.1.3 Loss of regeneration

Regeneration of species is defined either by seedling, sapling or pole. But in this study

only seedling \vaS considered because it is more sensitive to salinity. The future stock

of species depends on regeneration. That's why it is very imporlant to protect

regeneration of seedling of different species of the Sundarbans for its cxistence.

Similar to the production only seedhngs of few eompartrnL'tlts of low and moderate

saline water zone will be redl.lced. It was also assumed in this study, that the seedlings

of lhese affected compartments of a zone will he replaced by the seedlings of nearby

compartments of other tone. For example, the seedhngs of the compartments of low

saline waler zone will be replaced by lhc seedlings of nearby compartments of
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moderate saline wJtcr zone. Here in this ~ludy seedling of all species bul Goran have

heen considered. Because Goran favors salinity. So the number of seedling of Goran

will be incre...,ed if salinity increases, Table 6,4 shows changes in seedlings in

affected compartmenh of low ~a1ine waler zonc. The loss und gain of seedling has

been indicated by negative and positive sign respectively.

Table 6.4; t:ffect of 880m SLR on seedling of low saline water zone

Seedling Lo~s'" 96,223,780 Nos"Note- seedling of all species without Guran

Compartment Area Percentage Affected Seedling* at Seedling" Changes in

to be affected (I'") to be
~~~~

present (No.s) af~~r.S.~R S~~dliDg
affected No.s No.s"

11 5,661 7 396 16,873,177 11,042,856 -5,830,321

15 5,576 20 1,IlS 108,665,088 69,086,640 39,578,448

29 4,427 5 221 9,641,785 5,564,518 -4,077,267

30 5,231 20 1,04(, 36,136,794 26,300,422 -9,836,372

32 5,545 80 4,436 145,154,792 Ill,516,604 -33,638,188

35 6,579 100 6,579 115,448,292 112,185,108 _3,263,184

Note: Present seedling number was obtained from forest inventory 1998,

From the above table It can be ~aid that, due to transfonnation of a part of low saline

water zone to moderate saline water Y,onc, approximately 96,223,780 numbers of

seedhngs will be reduced.

The same thmg will also happen to moderate saline water zone. A part of some

compartments of moderate saline water >\onewill be affected. It was assumed that d"e

to transfer of zone, the number of ;ecd1ings of affected compartmenb of moderate

saline water zone will be replaced by the number of scedlingf: of compartments of

high saline water zone near to the affected compartments.

Table 6,5 sho'Wsthe effect of SLR on seedling in compartments under moderate saline

water lOne. From Table 6.5, it is seen that due to sea level rise the number of

seedlings of mod~ratc sahne water .lone will be redllCoo amI the loss of seedhng will

be approximately 15,623,565 numbers (million), So due t? sea level rise the total

seedling loss of the Sundarbans will be approximately 111 ,~47,345 numbers. Tbough
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tillS number is nol qUIte high hut the mosl important thing i, that, the Suudan, the

mo,! valuable tree species in the Sundarbans, is under threat or extinction.

Table 6.5: Eff~ct of S8em SLR on seedling of moderate saline water zone.

Seedling loss=15,623,565 Nos* Note- seedling of all species without GornD

Compartment Area Percentage Affected Seedling. at Seedlipg* Changes in,

to be affected (H') to be area (Ha) ~~eS,~~taf~~r,S~R S~~d~_i~g
affected No.s No.s No.s

8 13,807 35 4,832 142,035,370 74,743,504 _67,291,866

18 12,676 30 3,803 39,929,400 41,104,465 +1,175,065

49 11,548 55 6,351 25,176,950 48,518,345 +23,341,395

51A 3,460 25 865 4,373,440 6,607,735 +2,234,295

SIB 6,075 55 3,341 8,687,250 25,523,809 +16,836,559

52 11,773 60 7,064 74,113,390 82,194,377 +8,080,987

. . .

Note: Present seedling number was obtained from forest inventory 1998.

Only m compartment 8, the number of seedling will be lost whereas other

compartments will gain seedlings III moderate saline water zotle. The positive and

negatIve sign indicates gam and loss of seedling rcspectively_

Thc Sundari spccles, cspecially the seedling of Sundari is very sensitive to sahnity.

The number of Sundari seedlings deereascs as salmity increases. Due to sea level

rise, the fllture stock of Sundari will be reduced. The following table number 6.6

shows the situation that may happen due to sea level risco

Table 6.6: Effect of 88em SLR on Sundari seedling at low saline water zone

Sundari seedling loss=149,956,794 Nos
Note: Present secdhng numbcr was obtaincd /Tom forcst inventory 1998.

Compartment Area Percentage Affected Seedling at Seedling Changes in

to be affected (H') to be area (Ha) present after SLR Seed.l~~g
affected o.s) o:s) (No.s

11 5,661 7 396 14,156,746 8,741,716 "5,415,030

15 5,576 20 1,115 80,771,706 51,458,674 -29,313,032

29 4,427 5 221 8,006,230 3,920,330 _4,085,900

30 5,23 J 20 1,046 31,624,534 18,529,248 _13,095,285

32 5,545 80 4,436 133,106,616 78,565,996 _54,540,620

35 6,579 100 6,579 92,902,059 49,395,132 _43,506,927

From the above tahle it is seen that, SLlndari seedling is very sensitive to salinity

compared to other species. Due to ttanSfOlwation of a part of10w ~aline water zone to
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moderate saline wuler zone, the low saline water zone will lose approximately

149,956,794 numbers of Sundari seedlings whereas according to table 6.~ the total

number seedling will be reduced by 96,223,780.

In similar fashion a portion of moderate saline water Lonc will be transferred to high

saline water zone. Following table shows loss ofSundary seedlings in moderate saline

water zone.
Table 6.7: Effed of88cm SLR on Sundari seedling at moderate saline water zone

Compartment A= Percentage Affected Seedling at Seedling after Changes in
to be affected (M'l to be area ("3) present (No.s) SLR (No.s) Sundari

affected seedlin~rno.s'

" 13,807 35 4,832 102,399,616 48,522,630 -53,876,985

18 12,676 30 3,803 20,S'M,978 18,854,282 -2,030,695

49 11,548 55 6,351 254,056 641,491 +387,435

51A 3,460 25 865 0 87,365 +87,365

51B 6,075 55 3,341 0 337,466 +337,466

52 11,773 60 7,064 7,155,629 17,489,969 +10,334,339

Sundari Seedling Loss = 44,761,075 Nos

Note: Present seedling number was obtained from forest inventory J 998.

From the above table it can be seen that due to sea level rise, the Sundari seedling of

moderate saline water zone will be reduced and the number will be about 44,761,075.

When ",e consider seedling of all species then total number of Joss of seedling is

lower than the seedling of only Sundari species. Because number of seedlings of few

species will be increased due to zone transfer where the number of Sundari seedling

will be decreased for same reason. The Sundarbans will loss approximately

J94,717,869 numbers of seedling ofSundari species due to 88cm sca level rise.

6.2 Vulnerability analysis

Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is likely to experience harm as a result

of exposure to perturbations or stress. Vulnerability is a function of exposure,

sensitivity and adaptive capacity. Potential impacts are a function of exposure and

sensitivity. Therefore, vulnerability is a function of potential impacts and adaptive

capacity. Vulnerability assessment requires some information which ralls into three
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basic categories: rCSllurce distribution, stressor distribution, and forecast changes_ The

vulnerabliity of the ecological entities from sea level rise is discussed below.

6.2.1 Vulnerability to ecological zone

To calculate vulnerability due (0 tran,fer of ecological zone, a two step assessment is

needed, onc for transformatlOn of low saline water zone to moderJ.te sahnc water zone

and the other for translonnation of moderate saline water 7Alneto high saline water

zone. The following table shows the vulnerability to transformation of ecological

zone.

Table 6.8; the vulnerability to transformatioD of ecological zone

Base condition 88 em Loss
scenario Vulnerability

Zone ~~:~~:ell Ar:~
Haj (Ha

Low saline water zone 183,956 )47,046 36,910 02

Moderate saline water zone 203,292 189,820 13,472 0.G7

High saline water zone 20,714 71,796

From Table 6.8, it IS seen that the vulnerabIlity due to transfer of low saline watcr

zone to moderate saline water ~one is 0,2 while the vulnerability due to transfer of

moderate saline waler zone to high saline water ,-one is 0.07. So thc vulnerability to

transfer of low saline water ,..one to moderate saline water zone is higher than the

vulnerability to transfer moderate saline water zone to high saline water zone. It can

be said that low saline water zone is more sensItive than the moderate saline water

zone to salinity_ If we go to calculate the vulnerability to transfer of ecological zone

thenitisO.12.

6.2.2 Vulnerability to production

With low salimty, trees show better growth, whereas if the salinity drastically

increases there is a redllCed rate of growth. In silmlar way to ecological zone transfer,

we can calclllate the vulnerabihty to production due to 88cm sea level risco The

following table shows the vulnewbility to production for each rone transfer.



Table 6.9: The vulnerability to the production

Zone Transfer Production Production Loss Vulnerability
(Cum) at base (Cum) at 88cm (Cnm)
condition scenario

From low saline water " 637,694 590,082 47,612 0.07

moderate saliue water 7.one

From moderate saline ",ater 228,131 213,133 14,998 0.06

to high saline water zone

The study found that due to 88cm sea level risc, the frcsh watcr and moderate saline

\\,ater zone wli1 lose their production. The vnlnerability will be about 0.07 and 0.06

respectively for transformation of small portion of low saline water zone to moderate

salinc water zone and transfommtion or small portlon of moderate saline water zone

to high ~aline water /.one. Thc vnlnerabihty to production for whole Sundarbans will

bc 0.07 due to 88CllJsea level rise.

6.2.3 Vulnerahility to rcgeneration

A significant decrease m regeneration is noticed with an increase llJ the level of

salinity. It indicates that salinity plays a vital role in the distribution of species in the

Sundarbans as genninatlOn is hnked to salinity. The following table shows the

vulnerability to regcneration for low saline water z.one and moderate saline water

zone.

Table 6.10: The vulnerabilit)' to Regcneration of each zone

Zone Transfer Regeneration Regeneration Loss Vnlnerability

(No. s) at base (No. s) at 88cm (No. s)
condition scenario

From low saline 431,919,928 335,696,148 96,223,780 0.22

water 10 moderate
saline water zone
Fronl moderate saline 294,315,800 278,692,235 15,623,565 0_05

water to high saline
water zone

The regeneration of fresh water mangrove species is more sensitive to salinity than

moderate saline water zone_ The vlIltlerability to regeneration at fresh water and
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moderate saline water zone will be 0.22 and 0.05 respectively while the vulnerability

to regeneration for whole SundarbarJs will be 0.15.

The regeneration of Sundari, most domillant spccie~ in the Sundarbans, is highly

sensitive to salinity. Due to 88cm sea level rise the number of regeneration ofSulldari

will be reduced more than other species In both fresh water and moderate saline water

zone. The following table shows the vulnerability of Sundari specIes in both zones_

Table 6.11: The vulnerability to the regeneration of Sundar! in each zone

Zone Transfer Regeneration of Regeneration of J,oss Vulnerability

Sundarl (llia.~) Sundar! (NO.5) at (NO.5)
at base condition 88crn scenario

From low saline water 10 360,567,891 210,611,096 149,956,794 0.42

moderate saline water Zone

From moderate saline water 130,1i94,279 85,933,203 44,761,075 0.34

to hIgh saline water zone

Due to 88cm sea levd rise, thc vulnerability to regeneration of Sundari species at low

saline water zone and moderate saline water zone will be 0.42 and 0.34 respectively.

So 88cm sea level nse will be more threat to the Sundari species in the Sundarbans

specially at low saline water zone because it is distributed more in low salme water

zone than other zones. The vulnerability to regeneration of Slmdan species in the

Sundarbans will bc 0.40.

6.3 Risk characterization

Risk charactcrization IS thc final phase of ecological risk assessment and is the

culmmation of the planning, problem formulation, and analysis of prcdieted or

observed adverse ecological effects reluted to the assessment ecological entities

Completing risk charactcrization allows nsk assessors to clarify the rc!ation,hips

betwecn strcssors, cffects, and ecologIcal entitles and to reach conclusions regarding

the occurrence of exposure and the adverSIty of eXIsting or anticipated effects.
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6.3.1 Risk estimation

Risk is the function of probabdity and vulnerability. To estimate ecological risk of

88cm sea level rise to the Sundarbans mangrove forcst the probability of 88cm sea

level rise and vulncrabillty 10 each ecological entity are needed. The vulnerability of

88cm sea level rise to each ecological entity has been calculated and according to

EPA, the probability of 880m sea level rise is 20 percent. EcologIcal risk of each

entity is described below:

6.3.1.1 Risk to regeneration

Regeneration of the Slmdarbans is an important determinant of its future stock. The

regeneration of different species of Sundarbuns is sensitIve to salinity. From the

following table it can be seen as how much risk the Sundarbans regeneration will face

in future,

Table 6.t:!: Risk to the Regeneration in each ecological zone

Ecological Zone Probability of Vulnerability to Risk to the
88em SLR the Seedli~" Seedlin

Low saline water 'i,one 02 '0.22 0,044

Moderate Saline Water Zone 0.2 0.05 0.01

The risk of 88cm SLR to the regeneration of different species except Goran of fresh

water and moderate saline water zone will be 4.4 percent and 1 percent respectively

wilde the risk to regeneration of whole Sundarbans will be 3 percent. from this table

we can say that the fresh water loving specIes is more sensitive to salinity th3n

moderate 3nd high s31ine W3ter zone. So they will be under more threat due to sea

level rise, Figure 6,1. shows the risk to regeneration in both low:md moderate saline

water zones.

•
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E::I Risk at LSWZ

Flgu~ 6.1: RegellCBtion risk map ofSulldarbans

Nole: Number in the ID.lIpindicate'!! compartment. MSWZ - ModeJ'llte Saline Water

Zone and LSWZ - Low Saline Water Zone.
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Following figure shows the risk to the JUJldari secdlinp.
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Figure 6.1: Risk map of only Sundari Seedlings in Sundarbans

NOlr: Number in the map indiQltes companment. MSWZ - Modertl1c Saline Water

7.onc and ,.5WZ. Low Saline Wlller Zone.
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Table 6.13 represents the risk only to the Sundari seedling that it may face in future

due to 88cm sea level rise.

Table 6.13: Risk to the ngencratioD ofSundari in tach ecological zone

Ecological Zone Probability of Vulnerability to Ri$k to the
S8emSLR Suudan Seedlin Sundari Seedlin

Low saline water zone 0.2 0.42 0.084

Moderate SalineWater Zone 0.2 0.34 0,068

Table 6,13 shows that the risk to the Sundari seedling of low saline water zone due 10

88cm sea level rise is 8,4 percent while it is 6.8 percent in moderate saline water zone.

The risk to the Suudari seedling due to 88cm sea level rise for whole Sundarbans then

the risk will be 8 percent.

6.3.1.2 Risk to production

The following table shows the risk ofS8cm SLR to the production oCthe each zone of

the Sundarbans. The risk to the production of low saline water zone will be 1.4

percent where the risk to the production of moderate saline water zone will be 1.2

percent,

Table 6.14: Risk to the Production in each ecological zone

Ecological Zone Probability of Vulnrrability to Risk to the
88cm SLR the Production Production

Low saline water wne 0.2 0.07 0.014

Moderate SalineWater Zone 02 0.06 0,012

The risk to production of whole Sundarbans for 88cm SLR will be approximately 1.4

percent. Figure 6.3 shows the risk to the production in both low and moderate saline

waterrone.
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F.gIll'i'6.3: Risk to production in Su~

Note: Number in the mBp indicates compftrtment. MSWZ - Moderate Saline Wnler

Zone and LSWZ - Low Sll1iDeWater Zone.

6.3.1.3 Risk to rmlogirnl wot
1be study found the vulnem,ilily of low saline water zone to trarmer 10 moderate

saline water wne nnd V111nefllbililyof moderate saline WIlIerl:one 10 transfer to high

,
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saline water zone an: 02 and 0,07 respectively. EPA said the probability of88ern sea

level lise is 0.2. The following figure shows the zone Il"8J1Sfcr risk of 8Scm SLR to

each zone of Sundarbans.

•
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•
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'.

'0•

rlgUTe 6.• : Risk map ofrone Il'1\mfa- in Sundarball5

Note: Number in the map indicates compartment. MSWZ • Modem.le Saline Water

Zone and LSWZ - Low Saline Waler Zone.



Table 6,15 Shows that the mk to low saline water zone to tra!1s[er to moderate saline

water zone is 4 percent while the risk to moderatc saline water mne to transfer to high

saline water zone is 1.4 percent.

Table 6.15: Risk to transformation of ecological zone

Ecological Zone Probabili~' of Vulnerabilil)' Risk
S8elll SLR

Low saline water zone 0.2 0.2 0.04

Moderate Saline Water Zone 0.2 0.07 0.014

The study found the vulnerability of 88cm SLR to ecological zone to transfer is 0.12

so the risk to ecological zone transfer will be about 2.4 percent
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Chapter Seven

Conclu5ion and Recommendation

7.1 Conclusion

This study "inled to assess the impact of sea level rise and the potential risk to the

Sundarbans ecosystem. Two key questions were addressed and these are how the

mangroves of the Sundarbans will be affected and how much risk they are going to

face in fulure.

According to the TAR of lPee, mean sea level will continue to rise up to 88 em by

the year 2100. Sea-level rise is the greatest climate change challenge that mangrove

ccos)"'lcms will face ill future. The EPA has calculaled the probability of different sea

level rise for global aspect. According t(l EPA, the probabl1ity of 88cm sea level rise

1520 percent. Due to sea level risc, salinity of the Sundarbans ecosystem will be

increased. As a resl.llt, ecological entities of the Sundarbans viz. ecological zonc,

productivity, regeneralion etc will be affected, In case of ecological zones, all saline

zones will not be converted complctely even all the compartments in each zonc will

not be affected. The lDlpact on ecological zone will be as fol1ow~.

• Thc low saline water zone will be reduced from 45 pcrcent to 36 percent

• Moderate sahne waler zone will be reduced from 50 perccnt to 47 pcrcent.

• High saline zonc will be mereasoo from 5 pcrcenllo 17 percent.

Due to transformation of ecological zone, the productIvity of the affected

compartments in low saline water z,onc and moderatc saline water zone will be

replaced by the productivity of nearby compartment.> of moderate saline waler zone

and hIgh saline water lonc respectively. Thus

• Low saline waler ZOllewilllo,e 47,652 cum ofmangrovc prodLlction.

• Moderate sal inc water zone will lose 14,998 cum ofproduetion.

Concernmg regeneration of the Sundarbam ecosystem,

• About 96,223,780 numbers ofseedlings will be lost at low saline water zone, and

• Moderatc saline water zone will lose about 15,023,565 numbers,
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• This number is quite higher regarding Sundari seedlings. The loss of Sundari

seedlings at low sahne water lone and moderate saline water zone is 149,956,794

and 44,761,075 respectively.

• The vulnerability to transfer of low saline water zone to moderate saline water

zolle will be 0.2 while the vulnerability to transfer of moderate saline water mne

to high saline waler zone will be 0,07. The vulnerability to transfer of ecological

mne w111be 0.12 and thus the nsk to ecological zone transfer will be 2.4 percent.

• Regarding productivity, the vulnerability will be 0,07 and 0.06 at low and

moderate saline water zone respectively whereas it will be 0.07 for whole

Sundarhans and the risk to production will be 1.4 percent.

• From the regeneration point of vicw, for low saline water zone the vulnerability

wlll be 0.22 and for moderate saline water zone it will be 0,05 while the

vulnerability to regeneration for whole Sundarbans will be 0.15 and the risk will

be 3 percent,

• The risk will be quite higher for Sundari seedling and it is 8 percent.

7.2 Recommendation

Present study identified some gaps in information regarding Sundarbans and ~ca level

rise. Following recommendation can be efrcctive ror further study on ecological risk

assessment.

• A separate study should be conducted to calculate probability of sea level rise,

lPee did not mention probabllily of a particular sea level rise.

• There are different mangrove species m the Sundarbans, those have different

saline sensitivity. A study on saline sensitivity of mangrove speCIes should also be

conducted to assess degree of loss to mangrove spccies pcr unit salinity increase.

• Every species must have capacity of recovery, Another study on resiliency of

mangrove species should also be carried out to assess recovery rate of different

mangrove species at different sahne level.
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Following actlOns can be recommended, to protect the world largest mangrove forest

against sea level rise:

Increase mangrove resistallce and resilience by reducing and removing srresses

Promoting overall mangrove ccosyskm healLh by reducing and eliminating nOll

climate-related stresses, sllch as pollution, will increase resistance and resilience to

sea level. Local communities and leaders must recognize the long-teml benefits of

mangrove conservation.

Mangrove rehabililallOn

Capacities to rehabilitate mangroves (restore, enhance and create mangroves) will

compliment other activitIes laken by people to adapt to mangrove responses to sea

level. Restoring area>; where mangrove habItat previously existed, enhancing

degraded mangroves by removing stresses that caused their decline, and ercatlng new

mangrove habitat will help to offset anticipatcd reductions in mangrovc area and

merease resistance ~nd resilience to chma(e change. TIlis can be done by allowlllg

mangrove's landw~rd migration.

Reduction in duration of permanenl inundalion

To reduce permancnt inundation, sedimentation is Important. But according to study

donc by Abdur Rahman, Professor, Forestry and Wood Technology, Khl.llna

Univcrsity, scdimentation is responsible for top dycing discase to Sundari species.

That's why it is suggested to introduce controlled and guided sedllnentatioll (hat WIll

have a balancing influence on subsidence proces; and can help delay penn anent

inundation of the l"orcstfloor.

Reduction m salinity

The most important adaptation strategy will be to reduce the threats of incrcasing

salinity, particlilarly during the low flow period. This may involve a range of physical

adaptations to offset salinity ingress, including: (a) increasing freshwater flows from

upstream area~; (b) resuscitation of existing river nctworks towards improving flow

regime along the forcst; and (c) artifiCIal enhancement of existing nver networks to

facilitate freshwater flow regime along the rivers supplying freshwater to thc western

parts of the forest.
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